
Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

17/02/2013 5
Cataract referral/treatment thresholds policies

Commercial
Specific 

Treatments

19/02/2013 8
Contacts for Oxfordshire CCG Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

12/03/2013 1
Formulary/Traffic light list

Commercial Formulary

20/03/2013 3
CCG Member info

Media HR & Contacts

22/03/2013 4
Operation statistics for Horton treatment centre & Nuffield orthopaedic centre Members of 

Public
Health Statistics

02/04/2013 14
Joint formulary for Oxford CCG

Commercial Formulary

08/04/2013 21
Board Members Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

08/04/2013 24
Availability of skin cancer treatments

Commercial
Specific 

Treatments

10/04/2013 38
Commissioning intentions

Researcher Commissioning

16/04/2013 39
GP referrals

Media General Practice

17/04/2013 52
Contracts Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

22/04/2013 56
Diabetes information Members of 

Public
Health Statistics

22/04/2013 61
Commissioning Support Unit - Please advise which commissioning support unit (if any) you are receiving commissioning support 

services from; Please detail all commissioning support services you are receiving from the commissioning support unit, along with 

Members of 

Public
Commissioning

22/04/2013 62
Surgery out-of-hours information 

Commercial Out-of-Hours

22/04/2013 63
HR information

Media HR & Contacts

29/04/2013 83
Pharm

Commercial Misc

01/05/2013 93
Neurorehabilitation services

Commercial Commissioning



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

07/05/2013 101
Registered nurse in post

Media HR & Contacts

07/05/2013 108
Pain Management Services

Media
Specific 

Treatments

15/05/2013 142
Memory services for dementia

Media
Specific 

Treatments

16/05/2013 140
Wound Care Formulary - copy of the Wound Care/Tissue Viability Formulary; Formulary is due for renewal; Formulary is a joint 

Formulary shared with any other primary or secondary care units in the region (e.g.: other hospitals / community clinics)
Commercial Formulary

21/05/2013 134 Commercial Misc

22/05/2013 148 Commercial Misc

29/05/2013 151 Media Misc

31/05/2013 157
Recruitment Complaint Members of 

Public
Misc

05/06/2013 256
Commissioning Support Unit(s) - 1: the name(s) of the commissioning support unit(s) (if any) you are receiving commissioning support 

services from; 2: the services you are receiving from the commissioning support unit, along with; 3: the contract details for each service 

Members of 

Public
Commissioning

07/06/2013 158
Horton ISTC Investigations Abdominal Surgery

Media
Specific 

Treatments

07/06/2013 159
Horton ISTC Investigations Hip/Knee Surgery

Media
Specific 

Treatments

24/06/2013 217
Payroll Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

25/06/2013 218
Contract for healthcare at HMP Bullingdon Members of 

Public
SLA & Contracts

27/06/2013 222
CCG constitution and transfer schemes Members of 

Public
Misc

05/07/2013 239
Spend on corporate advisers/consultants

Media Financial

09/07/2013 244
Wet age related macular denegation (w AMD)

Charity
Specific 

Treatments

09/07/2013 246
Management structure Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

10/07/2013 245
Free NHS antenatal classes/money spent NHS antenatal classes Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

15/07/2013 251
Contract/Service Level Agreement (SLA) - in place with another organisation (e.g. CSU) for support with business intelligence and 

commissioning for: Musculoskeletal/Rheumatoid Arthritis, Cancer, Hepatitis, Schizophrenia
Commercial SLA & Contracts

18/07/2013 268
Community Healthcare Facilities Members of 

Public
CHC

18/07/2013 270
Telehealth/Telecare facilities Members of 

Public
CHC

19/07/2013 272
GPs on the CCG Board

Media General Practice

24/07/2013 280
Organisational Structure Chart

Media HR & Contacts

24/07/2013 281
Ventilated Care

Commercial
Specific 

Treatments

02/08/2013 313
Patient Data Storage - Whether patient data is stored by your systems, your contractor’s systems or any other relevant organisation 

outside the United Kingdom as of the 1st March 2012; The location and country such data is stored in; Details of the data protection 
Media

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

02/08/2013 343
Mobile Phones - please send me the following information with regards to the organisation’s Mobile Phones: 1. Existing Supplier(s) - If 

there is more than one supplier please split the contract up including the contract value, number of users, duration, contract dates and 

Members of 

Public

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

05/08/2013 320
CCG Finance Team Structure Chart

Commercial HR & Contacts

06/08/2013 319
Hip Replacements

Media
Specific 

Treatments

06/08/2013 340
CHC - How many people with a long term physical disability in your locality have been newly provided continuing healthcare to in their 

own home in each quarter of 2012 and 2013; How many people with a long term physical disability in your locality have been newly 

Campaigning 

Groups
CHC

07/08/2013 323
Name and contact details - Director (or Assistant Director) for Learning Disabilities; Director (or Assistant Director) for Mental Health; 

Lead GP for Learning Disabilities; Continuing Healthcare Lead for Learning Disability

Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

13/08/2013 347
Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) patients - Spinal Cord Injury (SCI) patients and SCI patients with vented need that were funded on behalf of 

Oxford PCT who were admitted to Stoke Mandeville and Salisbury hospitals
Media

Specific 

Treatments

16/08/2013 357
Commissioning of eye care services

Charity Commissioning

20/08/2013 360
Services Commissioned by the CCG

Political Commissioning

23/08/2013 390
Property services - recorded discussions taken place between CCG and i) NHS England Local Area Team ii) Commissioning Support Unit 

iii) NHS Property Services regarding the primary and community care estate; references made to the future use of the NHS estate in 
Commercial Misc

23/08/2013 393
Lower limb amputation Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments

23/08/2013 394
Salary Overpayments - The total amount of money paid in salary overpayments during the following financial years; The total correct 

amount that should have been paid in salaries in the following financial years to staff

Members of 

Public
Financial



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

27/08/2013 400
CSU Jobs

Media HR & Contacts

28/08/2013 406
AQP - list of all AQP tenders for services launched since the start of 2012 (lead authority on the procurement); list of providers selected 

under each AQP tender (month and year in which the tender concluded); tender covered the area of other CCGs (list those other CCGs)

Members of 

Public
AQP

30/08/2013 409
Safe, legal and effective use of medicines - name of your CCG’s Head of Medicines Management/Optimisation, lead prescribing 

advisor/pharmaceutical advisor or equivalent role who has lead responsibility; A copy of the CCG policy on how decisions are made as 

Members of 

Public
Formulary

02/09/2013 415
Structure of the CCG's Medicines Management Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

02/09/2013 420
Telehealth - Who provides the Telehealth service; medical conditions Telehealth services target; planned spend on commissioning 

Telehealth services; amount people currently using Telehealth services; member GP practices in the CCG, GPs signed up to the remote 
Media CHC

02/09/2013 428
Atrial Fibrillation - Pulse Checks, Access to Arrhythmia Nurses, Access to NOACs

Commercial
Specific 

Treatments

03/09/2013 431
Female Genital Mutilation - training on the 2003 Female Genital Mutilation Act legislation; formally record the number of FGM cases; 

occasions treated girls and women for FGM; occasions referred cases involving girls and women and FGM to the local authorities; 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

03/09/2013 432
Wi-Fi - Wi-Fi Provider; Average Annual Spend; Number of Users; Contract Type; Number of Locations/Site; End User Offer; 

Manufacturer Name/Brand; Contract Description; Actual Contract Start Date; Actual Contract Renewal/Expiry Date; Contact Details

Members of 

Public

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

04/09/2013 437
Retrospective review of eligibility for full continuing healthcare funding - number of claims received following announced cut-off; 

number of staff engaged to carry out retrospective reviews and current assessments; name and contact details for the individual with 
Commercial CHC

04/09/2013 440
Commissioning services that deliver high quality VTE prevention - Quality Assurance; National VTE Prevention CQUIN Goal; Novel Oral 

Anticoagulants
Political Commissioning

05/09/2013 452
AQP, Documentation, Medicine Management, Mobility Aids & Substance Misuse

Commercial AQP

09/09/2013 456
Health services directly commissioned for probation services - Physical health, for example, nursed-led health clinics; Mental Health, 

for example community mental health clinics
Commercial Commissioning

09/09/2013 459
Employment Communications / Public relations professionals - directly employ (number employed and levels of seniority; member/s of 

your senior management team?; ‘buy in’ any elements (provided by a CSU?; if not by a CSU, what type/s of organisation/s provides this 
Commercial HR & Contacts

09/09/2013 461
AQP Providers Members of 

Public
AQP

09/09/2013 470
IVF Treatments - couples provided with help by supporting a full cycle of IVF treatment; couples who did not meet your standard IVF 

qualifying guidelines, ), but their individual circumstances have been considered as exceptional and therefore provided help/funding 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

10/09/2013 466
Funding for IVF treatment - overseas patients received funding for IVF treatment ; If not yet funded, would it be prepared to do so in 

future?
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

10/09/2013 483
Transforming Community Services program - name and type of organization services contracted to under the program; value of the 

contract at that time; length of the contract and when it is due to end; any re-tendering process in underway and at what value
Commercial SLA & Contracts

11/09/2013 482
Provision of Dementia services - type of structured group cognitive stimulation programme offered; How long do the courses last and 

who are they run by?; % of people with dementia offered the chance to participate in a structured group cognitive stimulation 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

13/09/2013 492
Server (Hardware and Software) and Storage (SAN) - Contract Title; Existing/Current Supplier; Hardware/software Brand(s); Number of 

Users; Operating System (Platform); Total number of Servers (Physical) per supplier; Total number of Virtual Servers per supplier; Total 

Members of 

Public

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

17/09/2013 499
Plan to extend access to GP practice services in order to reduce pressure on hospitals - amount practices get paid to extend 

hours/availability, staff that has to be there, additional hours expected to be open, amount per year this scheme (across all practices) is 
Media General Practice

19/09/2013 504
‘Outcome Based Commissioning’ for the three client groups of frail elderly, maternity and mental health - money was spent in ‘phase 

1’on external consultancy companies; money is committed to spend on external consultancy for ‘phase 2 & 3’; planned to be the 

Members of 

Public
Commissioning

20/09/2013 506
Organisational chart for the Contracts, Commissioning and Procurement department for CCG

Commercial HR & Contacts

20/09/2013 509
Awarding Sub Contracts - Given the CCG’s most likely option of commissioning lead provider(s) with competition for sub-contracts, and 

assuming a reasonable contract length of five or more years, and assuming, in the context of budget constraints and cut-backs, the 

Members of 

Public
SLA & Contracts

20/09/2013 510
Plan on a Page - Location of the Plan on a Page 2013-2014 document for NHS Oxfordshire CCG

Commercial Misc

23/09/2013 515
Sickness Data - total number of days lost due to sickness absence, Total number of employees, FTE (full time equivalent) broken in to 

the organisational structure, percentage of your organisations “return to work meetings” are held and documented

Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

24/09/2013 518
NHS 111 contracts - total value and cost per head of population of the NHS 111 contract when initially awarded, agreed length of the 

initial NHS 111 contract, when it is due to end, changes made to the terms of the NHS 111 contract, why each change to the contact 
Media NHS 111

26/09/2013 527
Consultancy Fees services - amount spent on consultancy fees, what for, and who carried out the consultancy services; amount the 

shadow CCG spent on consultancy fees, what for and who carried out the consultancy services
Media Financial

26/09/2013 533
Tier 3 Obesity services - responsible for funding, amount patients received Tier 3 services, average waiting time for patients receiving 

Tier 3 services, amount patients on waiting list for Tier 3 services
Media

Specific 

Treatments

27/09/2013 538
High Intensity level interventions through IAPT - amount of sessions of high intensity (step 3) level interventions did the IAPT service 

delivered, sessions of Behavioural Couples Therapy, waiting time for someone referred for Behavioural Couples Therapy, waiting time 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

27/09/2013 542
IAPT service provision - provision an AQP or Block Contract?; current IAPT providers?; IAPT service partner with any other organisation; 

mental health strategy request a lead provider for IAPT or a partnership arrangement for new tender agreements?; duration of the 

Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments

30/09/2013 545
ICT Expenditure - total budgeted ICT expenditure (capital and revenue), breakdown of the actual / budgeted or estimate for Hardware, 

Software licences, Services outside of outsourcing contracts, Services under IT outsourcing contracts, Communications, Staff.
Commercial Financial

01/10/2013 560
Dental Services - funding & access to NHS treatment

Commercial Dental

01/10/2013 561
Blood glucose test strips - limit in terms of prescribing blood glucose test strips per patient per month, reason for limiting the number 

of blood glucose test strip prescriptions available to each patient
Political

Specific 

Treatments

04/10/2013 572
Breast Augmentation for Trans Users - how many breast augmentations for transgender patients  have been funded within Oxford  by 

the NHS for years 2011/2012/2013

Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments

07/10/2013 570
Incontinence products - amount of free continence pads was/is each patient was entitled to per day; amount of continence 

pads/products prescribed
Political

Specific 

Treatments

09/10/2013 573
Care.data program - practices within the CCG area are writing to all their patients telling them that confidential data from their medical 

records may be extracted under the care.data program; how else practices will be informing patients about the program
Commercial Misc



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

09/10/2013 576
Ferendune & Faringdon - since 1991: number of nursing beds available (equipped and with the required medical staff); % utilisation 

overall ( i.e. based on weeks occupied); 

Members of 

Public
Health Statistics

09/10/2013 579
Clinical reviews to determine the level of non payment for readmission - full results of the reviews which you were asked to complete 

by the end of the first quarter of 2012; full results of any subsequent clinical reviews; breakdown of these results into the numbers of 
Media Health Statistics

14/10/2013 590
Out of Hours - out of hours provider in your CCG?; minimum level of clinical staffing agreed with the provider is needed for out-of-

hours shifts?; hours/shifts/days* in each month since and including April 2013 has the provider failed to meet the minimum clinical 
Media Out-of-Hours

15/10/2013 591
GP Practices providing level 3 and 4 warfarin services Members of 

Public
General Practice

16/10/2013 594
HPV LES Schemes - Number of uptakes; Annual Budget; Payment rates for each inoculation; HPV Vaccination LES Scheme service 

specification documents; Total number of patients receiving inoculation over all; % of patients that completed the course over all; 

Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments

16/10/2013 595
Marginal Emergency Tariff - income received by (or retained) as a result of funds withheld or ‘defunded’  from Trusts under the 30% 

marginal emergency tariff since the establishment of the CCG; How the pool of money paid to (or retained) under the marginal 

Members of 

Public
Financial

18/10/2013 604
Medtronic Diabetes pump therapy.  P.O. and Invoice contacts required due to non payment of invoices and risk of supply stoppage. Members of 

Public
Misc

21/10/2013 614
QIPP schemes - A short description of each of your CCG’s QIPP schemes; How much you expect to save from each scheme; and Any 

measurable improvements in quality of care each one is expected to bring about.
Media Health Statistics

28/10/2013 1488
Contact regarding ABPM devices - provide me with contact details (Name, Email, Phone, etc) Members of 

Public
HR & Contacts

28/10/2013 1498
IT security areas  - vendor used, licence expiry and licence cost for each of the following IT security areas; Desktop anti-virus; Protection 

of Microsoft Exchange environment; Email gateway; Web gateway; Mobile device management; Hard disk; Removable media 

Members of 

Public

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

28/10/2013 1513
Organization's Local Area Network - organisation’s Local Area Network (LAN) contract (Support and Maintenance, Managed, 

Installation, Cabling)

Members of 

Public

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

29/10/2013 1500
Serious Incidents - Does the CCG have responsibility for reviewing and closing serious incidents which occur at NHS provider sites 

which are within the geographical boundary of the CCG; If the answer to part 1) is 'yes', is the person at the CCG with responsibility for 
Researcher Misc

30/10/2013 1517
Oxfordshire Area Prescribing Committee (APCO) -the latest membership of the  Oxfordshire Area Prescribing Committee (APCO); I am 

unable to source this information on the Oxfordshire CCG website, but if this is available , please can you let me know where this is 
Commercial HR & Contacts

31/10/2013 1522
Care statistics - How many doctor and nurse vacancies do you currently have and how long have these positions been vacant; How 

many of your A&E staff are non specialists in that department? Please provide figures for the last year on a monthly basis, including 
Media Health Statistics

01/11/2013 2707
Hepatitis C - Section 1: HCV in your area; Section 2: Prevalence of Hepatitis C; Section 3: Service Design

Commercial
Specific 

Treatments

04/11/2013 2713
AQP - Thinking about all local services that your CCG has commissioned since April 2013, in how many instances did you use: a, put out 

the service to full tender; b, put out to Any Qualified Provider; c, awarded on a discretionary basis in best interest of patients without 
Commercial Commissioning

05/11/2013 1567
Homeopathy, alternative and complementary medicine -A policy on the funding of homeopathic treatments, as well as other 

alternative or complementary medicines or treatments; The amount spent, in each of the last three calendar years (2010, 2011, 2012), 

Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments

06/11/2013 1541
Patient referrals and diagnosis - How many patients were referred to weight management services during the calendar years a) 2011, 

b) 2012 and c) 2013 (year to date); How many patients were diagnosed as obese during the calendar years a) 2011, b) 2012 and c) 

Campaigning 

Groups
Health Statistics



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

06/11/2013 1549
Asthma and our Respiratory diseases - In Henley on Thames there persists an extremely high level of air pollution, As a result one 

might expect higher levels of asthma and our respiratory diseases.

Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments

06/11/2013 1552
FGM Clinics - Have you commissioned Specialist FGM Clinics for survivors of Female Genital Mutilation in your area? If so, what are 

they and what is their capacity?; Have you commissioned the provision of mental health services for survivors of Female Genital 
Charity Commissioning

06/11/2013 2706
Remote-care monitoring DES - Has your CCG area chosen one health issue to focus on for the remote-care monitoring DES; If yes, what 

is it please; If no, when do you expect to have made this decision.
Media

Specific 

Treatments

11/11/2013 1587
Telephone Maintenance and Support Contracts - Please can you send me the following contract information with regards to the 

organisation’s telephone system maintenance contract (VOIP or PBX, other) for hardware and Software maintenance and support: 

Members of 

Public

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

11/11/2013 1593
GP Practice Managers - information in the form of the Email addresses of the managers in a Spreadsheet or Word document.

Commercial General Practice

18/11/2013 2682
Christmas parties - In respect of Christmas parties for staff, for Oxfordshire only: The number of parties in 2010, 2011 and 2012, 

broken down by year; Where the parties were held. Include the name and address of the venue; The financial cost of each party to the 
Media Misc

19/11/2013 2674
Total expenditure on professional advice  - The total expenditure on professional advice (including legal advice) on procurement and 

competition requirements; Please include advice from CSUs and other NHS bodies
MP Financial

19/11/2013 2704
Structure chart - Please can you provide the structure chart for your organisations IT / ICT / Information Systems Department - provide 

the names of managers and any direct lines and email addresses if applicable
Commercial HR & Contacts

21/11/2013 2729
Total expenditure on professional advice  - The total expenditure on professional advice (including legal advice) on procurement and 

competition requirements for the dates 2012/13 and 2013/14 to date; Please include advice from CSUs and other NHS bodies
MP Financial

22/11/2013 2749
Any Qualified Provider Adult Hearing contract - The number of patients referred for adult hearing assessment; The number of patients 

requiring 1 hearing aid; The number of patients requiring 2 hearing aids 

Members of 

Public
AQP

25/11/2013 2737
GP surgeries' out of hours contracts - Is the CCG aware of any GP surgeries which have contracts with private firms or other 

organisations which normally provide out of hours care to provide care within core opening hours (8am to 6pm)?; If yes, please provide 
Media General Practice

25/11/2013 2744
Restricted treatments - Have any treatments or services that were previously available for patients within the CCG/PCT been restricted 

in any way over the past three years?; This could include Tonsillectomy/Varicose Veins/Knee Surgery/Hip surgery/Cataract 
Media General Practice

25/11/2013 2748
Memory clinics - What is the average wait between GP referral and initial assessment at memory clinics within your CCG?; What is the 

average wait between the initial assessment and the patient seeing a consultant at memory clinics within your CCG?
MP

Specific 

Treatments

26/11/2013 2920
Recruitment Complaint - a) All emails pertaining to my complaint and communication made between the CCG and CSU; b) details of 

the equality and diversity training you refer to in your letter and the process of recruiting the individual who delivered that training and 

Members of 

Public
Misc

02/12/2013 2811
Rheumatoid arthritis - Rheumatoid arthritis in your area; Prevalence of rheumatoid arthritis in your area; Patient access to care; QOF 

indicators (progress to date); Access to biologic Disease Modifying Anti-Rheumatic Drugs (bDMARDs); NICE Quality Standard
Researcher

Specific 

Treatments

03/12/2013 2810
IVF treatment - What is the BMI limit for people wishing to have IVF in Oxfordshire?; How many people in Oxfordshire have you 

refused IVF treatment because of their BMI?; For all of those who were refused IVF treatment – were they all overweight rather than 
Media Health Statistics

03/12/2013 2812
IT Contacts - Names and contact details of the relevant senior IT staff members of your organisation who are responsible for the 

commissioning of IT products and services
Researcher

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

03/12/2013 2836
Fertility treatment - According to your fertility treatment policy how many cycles of IVF do you offer to eligible patients?; Since the CCG 

was established: how many people have received a clinical recommendation for IVF treatment?; how many rounds of IVF have you 

Campaigning 

Groups

Specific 

Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

04/12/2013 2837
Contracts for health services - Please supply a list of contracts for health services (whether described as ‘contract’ or ‘agreement’ or 

otherwise) and including NHS contracts under the National Health Service Act 2006, that have been entered into by the CCG  between 

Members of 

Public
SLA & Contracts

05/12/2013 2846
COBIC Contract - Please could you provide any details of the competition run which COBIC won, the value of the contract, the tender 

documents.
Individual SLA & Contracts

06/12/2013 2844
Charging and criteria - A list of all medical/clinical services commissioned by the CCG for which the CCG has introduced financial 

charging to patients (or other relevant service users), or is considering introducing charging to patients (or other relevant service 
Researcher Financial

10/12/2013 2859
Ocriplasmin (Jetrea) for the treatment of vitreomacular traction (VMT) - Is ocriplasmin routinely available for prescription to eligible 

patients following the publication of the guidance on 23rd October 2013?; If not, why not?; Has ocriplasmin been incorporated into 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

11/12/2013 2863
Infertility Treatment - Does your Clinical Commissioning Group currently fund IVF/ICSI treatments for infertile couples? If so, how many 

cycles of treatment are routinely offered to eligible couples?; Which fertility clinic(s) can patients funded by your CCG attend for their 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

13/12/2013 2874
Technologies - Does NHS Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group  make use of any non-relational / NoSQL database technologies 

such as MongoDB, Cassandra, RIAK, Hadoop or any proprietary non-relational technologies if so which ones?; For what purpose are 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

17/12/2013 2916
Cost to the NHS of corrective surgery done to correct cosmetic surgery done abroad during the last 12 months - Numbers of 

procedures carried out to correct botched surgery for: any procedures other than remedying health state (Z41); follow-up care 
Individual Health Statistics

18/12/2013 2923
Continuing Healthcare reviews and Funded Nursing Care - How many initial assessments, Continuing Healthcare reviews and Funded 

Nursing Care reviews were performed in: the financial years 2010-11, 2011-12, 2012-13 and 2013-14 so far. Please give data separated 
Media CHC

23/12/2013 2961
NHS Funding - How many assessments (numbers of individuals, not total assessments) were carried out between 1st October 2011 and 

30th November 2013 inclusive; How many individuals met the criteria for funding for these dates; How many reviews of these 
Individual CHC

23/12/2013 2963
Out of hours SUI query - Who runs your out of hours service?; Which CCGs, if any, do you jointly commission out of hours services 

with?; How many patients does your CCG cover in total?; How many serious untowards incidents have there been in connection with 
Media Out-of-Hours

23/12/2013 2966
Complaints about local trusts - Please can you tell me how many concerns GPs have reported about each local hospital trust in your 

region in each month since April?; How many patients on average does each trust in your region treat?
Media Misc



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

02/01/2014 3009
Contact Details - Please provide the contact details (listed below) of the appropriate lead commissioning contact or contacts 

responsible for commissioning service provision for Mental Health; Learning Difficulties; Acquired Brain Injury; Autism and secure 
Commercial HR & Contacts

07/01/2014 3026
Anticoagulation Service - 1.Please confirm or deny whether your CCG has made an assessment of prevalence of i) atrial fibrillation, ii) 

deep vein thrombosis and iii) pulmonary embolisms in your area and provide details of the assessment; 2.Please confirm or deny 

Campaigning 

Groups

Specific 

Treatments

07/01/2014 3029
Medicines formularies - 1.Please list all the medicines formularies used by your organisation. For example a.Shared Care Formulary, 

b.Traffic Lights, c.CCG Formulary; 2.Is this shared with any other trust or CCG?; a.If Yes, who; 3.Who oversees the management of the 
Business Formulary

09/01/2014 3056
Telemedicine services - I would like to know if there is a locally agreed tariff for telemedicine services in a hospital setting. For example, 

a telephone consultation with a patient by a specialist nurse or doctor, or a consultation using video. Are you aware of having 
Individual Misc

10/01/2014 3058
Network And Telecommunications Contract Information - Current Fixed Line (Voice Circuits) Provider- Supplier’s name; Fixed Line- 

Contract Renewal Date- please provide day, month and year (month and year is also acceptable). If this is a rolling contract please 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

13/01/2014 3065
Anticoagulant services - Does your CCG commission an anticoagulation service?; Please provide further details of the commissioning 

arrangements, including whether it is delivered through i) a block contract or ii) payment by results; Is the service located in i) primary 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

14/01/2014 3084
IVF funding criteria for same-sex couples - We are writing to request information on your current policy

Charity
Specific 

Treatments

16/01/2014 3097
AQP - Please confirm or deny if your Clinical Commissioning Group commissions any healthcare services through ‘Any Qualified 

Provider (AQP)’; Please list all services currently commissioned by your CCG through AQP; Please list all services commissioned through 
Commercial AQP

16/01/2014 3104
Tenders - I would be grateful if you could provide me with the submission documents for the various tenders to your community 

hospitals as encompassed by the above tender exercise in 2010. I can confirm that electronic returns of the documents are fine.
Business Commissioning

17/01/2014 3106
COBIC Solutions - Please could you confirm the fees/payments made to COBIC Solutions by the OCCG since 1.4.13 and any outstanding 

payments to be made. Please can you confirm whether any payments were made by the shadow OCCG prior to 1.4.13.
Business SLA & Contracts

21/01/2014 3133
Implementation of NICE guidance TAG - We would like to request the following information on the four treatments (Ocriplasmin 

(TA297), Aflibercept (TA294), Ranibizumab (TA283), Ranibizumab (TA274) : Are the four treatments listed below routinely available to 

Campaigning 

Groups
Formulary

21/01/2014 3138
Contact Details - Provide information on your senior management structure including the names and contact details for the following 

members of your management team: CCO, CFO, COO, Chief Executive, Director/Head of HR, Director/Head of Communications, 
Commercial HR & Contacts

27/01/2014 3188
Provision of High Quality Medical Care - Please send me, under the freedom of information act, all the submission documents for the 

tender: Provision of high quality medical care to the patients of the Community Hospitals in Oxfordshire, 5QE/09/0020 (Advertisement 
Commercial SLA & Contracts

27/01/2014 3220
Out of Hours - Please send me, under the freedom of information act, all the submission documents for the tender: 5QE/10/0031, 

Tender for the Provision of a Primary Medical Care GP Out of Hours Cover for North Oxfordshire.
Commercial Out-of-Hours

28/01/2014 3190
Primary medical Out-of-hours services - Name of CCG; Population served (K); Short description of geographical area served; If you are 

lead commissioner; Names of other CCGs on whose behalf you commission these services; If you are an associate commissioner: Name 
Individual Out-of-Hours

28/01/2014 3206
Commissioning to non-AVR-registered Counsellors and Psychotherapists - I would like to request the following information on all of the 

Clinical Commissioning Groups which fall under your own remit and covering all the information you have thus far for the financial year 
MP Commissioning

28/01/2014 3219
Prescribing Incentive Schemes - 1. Does your CCG run any prescribing incentive schemes? (If so could you fill in the table below: 

products included on the scheme, frequency of reimbursement, details of the scheme, any other information); 2. Please could you also 
Commercial Formulary

29/01/2014 3223
Medicines Management - 1, The name of your CCG's Head of Medicines Management/Optimisation, Lead prescribing advisor, 

pharmaceutical advisor or equivalent role who has lead responsibility for the safe, legal and effective use of medicines in your CCG; 2, 
Individual HR & Contacts

29/01/2014 3261
Services Provided by Recruitment Company - I would like any information that may be held by the CCG on services provided by 

recruitment company, Real Staffing, which may also be listed as Sthree who are the parent company. (1)What positions were filled, (2) 
Individual HR & Contacts



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

30/01/2014 3264
Contact Details - Please email me the names and email addresses of the Lead Commissioner for Mental health, the Lead Commissioner 

for Learning Disabilities and the Clinical Lead 
Commercial HR & Contacts

04/02/2014 3274
SRRIs and SNRIs - 1. The total number of all prescriptions, new and repeat, for selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SRRIs) and 

serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), broken down by years 2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13 and the two drug 
Media Misc

05/02/2014 3276
Contact Details - Could you please provide me with a list of email addresses for the practice managers at each of the GP surgeries 

within the CCG. If  it is not possible to provide me with this could you please provide me with a list of general email contacts for the 

Members of 

Public
General Practice

05/02/2014 3277
Mental Health Spend - 1.What is a) your CCG’s total spend on mental health and b) what is that amount as a proportion of your overall 

budget?; 2.What is a) your CCG’s total spend on the Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) programme and b) what is that 
MP Financial

10/02/2014 3312
Mental health providers - I would like to know, firstly, a list all the mental health providers that are within the local area. If possible 

could you give a breakdown of how many patients they can offer services to; Then, if possible, the number of patients who have 
Individual Health Statistics

10/02/2014 3321
Joint Contracting for Health Outcomes/Integration - 1.Has your CCG commissioned any group contracts held by more than one GP 

practice? (for example to a group of practices to manage a local health outcome, such as diabetes?); A, If yes, to how many GP 
Media Commissioning

14/02/2014 3350
GP referral management schemes - 1. Please provide the total of such payments for each of the following financial years: 2010-11; 

2011-12; 2012-13; 2. For each year, please provide this information broken down by region (ie by CCG /former PCT area), and by each 
Media Financial

14/02/2014 3370
Primary Care Community Services - Please supply details of all primary care community services (also known as Local Enhanced 

Services) provided by/on behalf of your CCG in 2013/14; Include cost of contract, name of service and provider; Please indicate which 
Media SLA & Contracts

17/02/2014 3378
ICT Documents - 1. ICT Strategy- I require the document that hold future plan and strategy of the organisation’s ICT department; 2. ICT 

Departmental Business Plan; 3. ICT Technical Strategy; 4. ICT Structure; 5. ICT Capital budgets and programmes; If you feel that your 
Individual Misc

19/02/2014 3396
Formulary, Medicines Management, Area Prescribing & Drug And Therapeutic Committees - Can you please provide the following 

information for your CCG(s): Which Formulary do you use?; Which group or committee is responsible for developing this formulary?; 
Commercial Formulary

19/02/2014 3402
Winter money spent on GP services - Ahead of this winter, NHS England allocated £150m funding to CCGs to ease the pressures on 

urgent and emergency health services. NHS Oxfordshire CCG received £10,207,000 to take pressure off services provided by Oxford 
Media Financial

20/02/2014 3417
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services - 1. What is the number of CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services) patients 

placed on paediatric wards which are not specialist CAMHS wards in each of the last five years?; 2. For each patient identified above, 
MP Health Statistics

21/02/2014 3438
CCG Quality Premiums - I am researching the local indicators for CCG Quality Premiums that Oxfordshire CCG are now undertaking. 

Can you please send me a copy of these local priorities?; CCG Quality Premiums are described in Quality Premium: 2013/14 Guidance 
Researcher General Practice

21/02/2014 3444
Mental health strategy - 1. Does your CCG have in place a perinatal mental health strategy and can you provide me with a copy of the 

strategy?; 2. Does your CCG provide a specialist perinatal mental health service?; 3. The proportion of live births for 2013 within the 
Charity Health Statistics

21/02/2014 3445
PMH team - Please tell us about the people employed in the period between January 2013 and January 2014 as part of your specialist 

PMH team, their positions and expertise, using the table below: Profession / Number of hours per week working on the specialist 
Charity HR & Contacts

21/02/2014 3454
Non-Medical Non Clinical financial year 2012/2013 – (What was the total agency spend; What was the total agency spend, broken 

down by month What was the total agency spend, broken down by Supplier What was the total agency spend, broken down by Agenda 
Commercial Financial

24/02/2014 3477
IT / ICT / IM&T - IT managers Manager; IT training managers name and deputy; IT/Clinical systems manager and deputy; ICT Project 

and Programme manager; HR Manager and Director;  A granular organisational chart for the IT department, from director downwards; 
Commercial

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

27/02/2014 3537
Hospital Activity Data - I would appreciate if you could provide me with the following data: 1) Breakdown of hospital activity from 2008-

2013 including admission/discharges, outpatient attendances and ward attendances for the all the following NHS England coded 
Business Health Statistics



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

28/02/2014 3504
Oxfordshire Care Summary - Please can you send me: 1. details of the legal authority under which the Oxfordshire Care Summary has 

been generated; 2. details of any risk reports that include references to the Oxfordshire Care Summary or the Oxfordshire Care 
Individual Misc

28/02/2014 3511
Abortion Counselling Sessions - i)  How many abortion counselling sessions were commissioned for delivery in the independent sector 

by the British Pregnancy Advisory Service or Marie Stopes in every Clinical Commissioning Group for which you hold information since 
MP Health Statistics

03/03/2014 3513
Speech and Language Therapy - Budget for 2013/14 and 2014/15: Deaf/hearing impaired children and young people

Charity Financial

03/03/2014 3533
Diabetes - 1 Please supply a list of the providers from which your Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) commissions diabetes services; 2 

Please confirm or deny if your CCG has within its CCG Outcomes Indicator Set an indicator relating to diabetes care; 3 Please list the 

Campaigning 

Groups

Specific 

Treatments

04/03/2014 3547
Children and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) - Please could you provide me with the amount spent on Children and 

Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) for your CCG(s) for the following financial years: a) 2014-2015; b) 2013-2014; c) 2012-
Media Health Statistics

05/03/2014 3558
Insurance Contracts, Motor, Property, Accident and Liability - I require the organisation to provide me with contract information 

relating to insurance services which include the following: Motor, Property, Accident and Liability; Type of Insurance- What is the type 
Individual SLA & Contracts

07/03/2014 3573
Primary Care Service  - Name of Primary Care Service (e.g. Out of hours Nottingham / Birmingham WIC) Current Provider of service: 

(eg.name of NHS or private provider) Current contract end / renewal date: Total Agency Spend on Nursing (Band 5-8) for 2012 Total 
Researcher Financial

10/03/2014 3576
Care beds - Oxfordshire County Council have suggested that my FOI request can be dealt with more efficiently by yourselves. I 

understand that Oxfordshire County Council have commissioned the Intermediate Care beds at the new Hospital in Chipping Norton. 
Individual Financial

10/03/2014 3591
Improving Access to Psychotherapies (IAPT) programme - After reviewing the data supplied by the Health and social care information 

centre, I would like to ask for the following information: 1. How many sessions are offered upon assessment to patients referred 
MP Financial

11/03/2014 3602
Telehealth - Q1. Who, within the CCG, is responsible for commissioning telehealth services? Q2. Who are your current telehealth 

service providers? Q3. When does the current contract with these suppliers conclude? Q4. How many users currently use the service 
Individual Commissioning

11/03/2014 3616
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services - 1. What is the average waiting time for a CAMHS assessment after a referral has been 

made? 2. What is the average waiting time for initial treatment after a CAMHS assessment has taken place?
MP Health Statistics

12/03/2014 3625
Spend on inpatient care for mental health patients - 1. How much did your clinical commissioning group spend on inpatient care for 

mental health patients at non-NHS hospitals in 2012/13 and 2013/14 (so far – please list the date spend this year covers up to)? 2. 
Commercial Financial

14/03/2014 3634
Outside consultancies - Spending on consultants in 2013/14 i.e external support from companies / contractors by OCCG broken down 

by: Name of company contracted The date the contract was signed with the company and the date it ended A brief description of the 
Individual Financial

20/03/2014 3666
CCG budget allocations - 1. What local enhanced services did you commission from GP practices for 2013/14? 2. How much of your 

budget did you allocate for each of each of these services in 2013/14? 3. Which of these services are you recommissioning in 2014/15? 
Media Financial

24/03/2014 3681
Tendering Costs - What is the projected total spend on the costs of running the competitive tendering process for the financial year 

2013/14? 2) And how many such tendering procedures were undertaken in that year? 
Individual Financial

31/03/2014 3705
Rebate Schemes - I was seeking some information about any current rebate schemes that the CCG has in place with pharmaceutical 

companies to use and promote certain drugs and treatments. Are you able to provide me with a list of current rebate scheme 
Media Financial

02/04/2014 3711
Quality Premium Payment - 1) What local measures does your Clinical Commissioning Group report towards its quality premium 

payment? If any of these measures are linked to diagnoses of specific conditions, please give details. 2) If the number of dementia 
Media Health Statistics

03/04/2014 3723
Over 75s assigned GPs - 1. How many people in your CCG are aged 75 and over? 2. How many of these people have been assigned their 

own named GP at the time you are responding to this request? 3. Have the people aged 75 or over who have been assigned their own 
MP General Practice



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

07/04/2014 3737
Specialist erectile dysfunction services - The details of any NHS specialist erectile dysfunction services that are available in your area to 

men who experience erectile dysfunction as a result of prostate cancer treatment, specifically: The details of any NHS erectile 
Researcher

Specific 

Treatments

07/04/2014 3742
Spending on prescription medicines - 1. What is the proportion of the CCG’s total programme budget that has been allocated for 

spending on prescription medicines (both as a percentage of the overall budget and in monetary (£) terms – i.e. what is the annual 
Commercial Financial

08/04/2014 3752
Commissioning Policy - 1. Your commissioning policy for each of the following surgical procedures and details of any referral criteria 

you require. * Tonsillectomies * Hip replacement * Cholecystectomy * Inguinal Hernia Repair * Surgical treatment of otitis media with 
Commercial Commissioning

09/04/2014 3768
GP Locum Spend - 1.Please provide me with the total amount spent on GP Locums in 1) 2013/14 and the Projected spend in 2014/15; 

2.If possible, please could you provide me a breakdown of the amount spent on GP Locums for the purpose of Out of Hours cover in 1) 
Individual Financial

09/04/2014 3777
£5 vulnerable patient funding - 1. Have you commissioned the full £5 per patient of funding in 2014/15? (Yes/No) 2. If no, what 

amount have(or will) you be commissioning per head in 2014/15? 3. For the funding identified in questions 1&2, how much of this 
Media Financial

10/04/2014 3800
Wound Care Management - I am conducting some research into wound care management and wonder if you could point me at the 

location of your wound care management formulary and advise which geographical area it covers? If you do not have a current 
Individual Formulary

11/04/2014 3794
Acupuncture - 1. Is acupuncture a treatment prescribed at your CCG? Please, reply by using Yes or No, and adding comments if 

necessary. 2. If acupuncture is a treatment prescribed at your CCG, please provide the total expenditure of the CCG over the last fiscal 
Individual

Specific 

Treatments

14/04/2014 3795
List of Phamacy Contractors - A list of all Pharmacy Contractors operating within Oxfordshire CCG area. • In addition to this, please can 

you provide details of contract issued, ie: 40 hour contract/100 hour contract, any clauses 
Individual SLA & Contracts

14/04/2014 3796
Homeopathy services - 1. Details of all contracts pertaining to the supply of Homeopathic services to patients within the CCG area, as 

well as the nature and duration of any contracts. 2. Details of all expenditure incurred by the CCG on Homeopathy in the 2011/2012 
Individual Financial

15/04/2014 3806
GP Referrals - 1.Does the CCG operate, or commission, a referral management centre that assesses referrals by local GPs? 2.If yes, 

when was this introduced? 3.Which organisation operates the referral management centre for the CCG? 4.How many GP referrals did 
Media General Practice

22/04/2014 3824
Security Services - 1.Copy of the winning bid for manned security services running currently; 2.Evaluation notes of the same manned 

security services tender method statements
Commercial Commissioning

23/04/2014 3830
Gastroenterology services for patients - Use of Tumour-Necrosis-Factor alpha inhibitors (aTNF) in IBD Do you participate in a 

collaborative arrangements for gastroenterology services with neighbouring CCGs and if so which ones? How are these arrangement 
Commercial Formulary

23/04/2014 3833
Slade House - 1)Please give the dates of any visit(s) made by Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group or Oxfordshire PCT to Slade 

House in Oxford between November 2012 and July 2013? For each visit please give the job title of any officers/staff that attended. 2)If 
Media Misc

23/04/2014 3848
Referral pathways for patients with incontinence and chronic constipation - Could you please let me know within your CCG: • Whether 

a specific referral pathway exists for patients presenting to their GP with faecal incontinence • Whether a specific referral pathway 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

24/04/2014 3880
Support carers - I would like to know whether the CCG has a strategy in place to identify and support carers. I would also like to receive 

details of any such strategy.
MP Health Statistics

24/04/2014 3882
Medical personnel and non-medical personnel DPA breaches - 1. The number of a) medical personnel and b) non-medical personnel 

that have been convicted for breaches of the Data Protection Act. 2. The number of a) medical personnel and b) non-medical 

Campaigning 

Groups
HR & Contacts

28/04/2014 3892
Danwood and Printing - 1. Has your organisation used the company Danwood at any point in the last 5 financial years for printing or 

administrative services? If yes, please can you detail when the contract was signed, the total value of it, and its duration. 2. What is the 
Individual SLA & Contracts

06/05/2014 3914
IVF treatment policy - According to your current IVF treatment policy: a. How many cycles of IVF do you offer to eligible patients? b. Do 

you fund a full cycle of IVF, as defined by NICE, which includes replacement of all frozen embryos? If not how many frozen embryo 
Business

Specific 

Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

06/05/2014 3919
IVF treatment - I would like to submit a freedom of information request regarding IVF treatment. Please could you let me know the 

following. How many fresh cycles do you fund on the NHS? How many frozen cycles do you fund on the NHS? How many people have 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

07/05/2014 3943
Government's Channel/PREVENT anti-terrorism scheme - The number of referrals from GPs in your CCG under the government's 

Channel/PREVENT anti-terrorism scheme in the full year until March 2014 2) How many patients did this involve? 3) To which agency 
Individual General Practice

07/05/2014 3950
Atrial Fibrillation - 1. The Cardio Vascular Disease (CVD) Outcomes Strategy (published in April 2013) makes a number of 

recommendations in relation to the treatment and care of Atrial Fibrillation. a. Has your organisation (CCG) taken steps to implement 
Political

Specific 

Treatments

09/05/2014 3984
AQP referral numbers - 1. Please provide the number of patient referrals funded by the CCG for access to health services from each 

named AQP provider for each service delivered via Any Qualified Provider in 2013/14 I would like the information arranged in a specific 
Researcher Health Statistics

09/05/2014 3991
Homeopathy - Is homeopathy a treatment or prescribed, offered and/or commissioned at your CCG? Please, reply by using Yes or No, 

and adding comments if necessary. • If homeopathy is a treatment prescribed and/or commissioned at your CCG, please provide the 
Individual

Specific 

Treatments

09/05/2014 3994
Primary Care - Digital First (a} Is the CCG working with local providers to establish targets at reducing unnecessary face-to-face contact 

for 2014/15 and beyond? (b} Have contracting discussions between the CCG and local providers taken place relating to the ten digital 
MP Health Statistics

09/05/2014 4002
Gas and Electricity Contracts - Please find attached my request relating to gas and electricity contracts 1. Contracts/Agreements 

relating to the supply of Gas which may include the following: • Natural Gas Supply • Gas Heating / Boiler Maintenance • Installation 
Individual SLA & Contracts

09/05/2014 4004
GP surgeries currently charging people to countersign passport photographs - 1a) Is the CCG aware of any GP surgeries currently 

charging people to countersign passport photographs? b) If so i) how many GP surgeries are doing this, ii) how much does each GP 
Media General Practice

12/05/2014 4007
Continuing Healthcare - information concerning the provision of Continuing Healthcare in Oxfordshire since 1 January 2009: 1. How 

many new applications for Continuing Healthcare funding have been received by the NHS in Oxfordshire from people (or from their 
Individual Health Statistics

13/05/2014 4010
Lease Car Scheme - 1. Do you have a lease car scheme? 2. If Yes, do you outsource the management of the scheme? 3. If Yes, when 

does the contract expire? 4. How many lease cars do you have? 
Individual SLA & Contracts

13/05/2014 4022
Contracts & Tenders - Could you please supply me with a record of each contract the above named CCG has awarded for the provision 

of health care services for the purposes of the NHS. In line with obligations under The National Health Service (Procurement, Patient 

Campaigning 

Groups
SLA & Contracts

15/05/2014 4041
Contract and Tenders - details in respect of any current framework agreements and/ or block contracts that relate to older person 

services within a residential setting. These are to include the following care categories: Long term, short term, respite, dementia, 
Business SLA & Contracts

19/05/2014 4070
CCG spending - 1.Please fill in the table on the sheet labelled 'Question 1' (copied below for reference) to give us a historic picture of 

spending in your area over the last 6 years. If you do not have the data before or after a certain date, please fill in the table as far as 
MP Financial

19/05/2014 4072
Tier 3 Weight management service - 1. Do you commission a Tier 3 Weight management service (clinic) within your CCG? 2. If yes, 

what is the location of this service and who is the multidisciplinary team lead clinician? 3. If not, where do you commission Tier 3 or 
Commercial Commissioning

21/05/2014 4088
A&E Recovery and Improvement Plan - Please can you provide the following information under the FOI Act 1) An electronic copy (PDF 

or similar) of the A&E Recovery and Improvement Plan, that every CCG has to produce as required by the NHS England at their board 
Researcher Misc

21/05/2014 4105
FNC & CHC - The number of patients currently receiving NHS Funded Nursing Care 2) The number that are currently overdue a review 

3) The number of patients currently receiving NHS Continuing Health Care 4) The number currently overdue a review 5) The number of 
Individual Health Statistics

21/05/2014 4127
Tier 3 & 4 Services - 1. Do you have a set eligibility criteria for a patient/client/service user to access a Tier 3 Service for drug and or 

alcohol abuse within your specific area of responsibility? 2. Do you have a set eligibility criteria for a patient/client/service user to 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

27/05/2014 4129
Erectile dysfunction as a result of prostate cancer treatment - Tadalafil (Cialis) tablets - Is a low daily dose (2.5/5mg) available on the 

NHS to men in your area? * Yes - please provide any comments below No - please provide any comments below Don't know - please 
Charity Formulary

27/05/2014 4134
CHC funding - SECTION ONE - Overall data Name of Clinical Commission Group 1. What is the total number of adults (e.g. in all client 

groups but excluding children) who were in receipt of NHS continuing healthcare (CHC) funding in: 2. What is the total number of 
Individual CHC



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

27/05/2014 4145
Drug Tariff Listing - I am currently conducting research with the objective of reducing purchase costs for CCG’s. The company that I am 

working for has applied for Drug Tariff Listing for a new category product that would fall into the following BNF Chapters and Sections: 
Commercial Financial

28/05/2014 4157
Malnutrition - We would like to know how many people have diagnosed with malnutrition in each of the past ten years. 

Media Health Statistics

29/05/2014 4159
CHC funding - Numbers of assessments for CHC funding: - How many assessments are undertaken annually. - How many result in 

funding being awarded? - What is the total budget for CHC for each of the last three years. - Please indicate (if available) the 
MP CHC

30/05/2014 4169
Pharmaceutical Rebate - Rebate schemes that the CCG is signed up to in regards to Pharmaceutical products. If possible I would prefer 

this information be sent back in Excel format 
Researcher Financial

02/06/2014 4179
Transforming Community Services (TCS) programme - Which organisation or organisations were the TCS contracts were awarded to in 

your area? (This might be a local acute trust, a stand-alone community trust, a private provider, etc) What was the value of your CCG’s 
Commercial SLA & Contracts

05/06/2014 4216
Annual remuneration - 1. Please give figures for the current annual remuneration of the chair and all GP members of the CCG board. 2. 

For each case above please state how many hours are currently worked per week (ie as according to terms of current contract). 3. 
Media Financial

09/06/2014 4226
Adult hearing services - 1. Please can you state the name of your CCG here 2. Does your CCG commission direct access audiology (yes 

or no) 3. Does your CCG use AQP to contract ADULT HEARING SERVICES? (Yes or no). If no please go to question 6 4. Please can you 
Individual AQP

10/06/2014 4237
Contact Details - Could I please have the contact names, phone numbers and email addresses for the person responsible for the Re-

design of the care pathways. Cardiology, Telehealth, Hypertension and AF (artrial fibrillation) Pathways. Could I also have the same 
Business HR & Contacts

11/06/2014 4264
Contracts and Tenders - 1. Please provide a list of all contracts awarded by competitive procurement or tender by the CCG (or the 

predecessor PCT) during 2012/13 and 2013/14. A contract is considered to have been "awarded" at the point when the contract was 
Researcher SLA & Contracts

13/06/2014 4283
External Hosting - Hi I would like to submit a freedom of information request to the organisation with regards to their external/3rd 

party contract for hosting which may include the following: 1. Software as a Service (SaaS) is a software distribution model in which 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

17/06/2014 4299
Haemorrhoid surgeries - Please could you provide data on the number of haemorrhoid surgeries commissioned by your trust in the 

period January 2013 to May 2014. If possible can this be broken down into: • Number of Haemorrhoidectomies (OPCS Code H51.1) • 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

18/06/2014 4320
Complex needs service - I would like to see all meeting notes, reports, emails and documents that in anyway relate to the closure of 

the 'Complex needs service'. This includes risk assessments that have been carried out on service user impact
Individual Misc

19/06/2014 4309
CCG Board - I would like any information held on how many GPs on the board of the CCG have financial interests in private GP 

practices. What percentage of the board does this make up if any?
Individual Misc

20/06/2014 4377
Rheumatoid Arthritis - 1. Please confirm the total number of patients with rheumatoid arthritis in your CCG area 2. Please confirm the 

total spend of your CCG on (a) rheumatoid arthritis (b) musculoskeletal conditions and (c) long-term conditions 3. Please confirm which 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

20/06/2014 4379
Mental health spending - Please provide: 1. The CCG spend on mental health services in the financial years 2013/14 and 2014/15: a) to 

the nearest £1000; and b) as a percentage of total CCG spend 2. The total CCG spend on acute services in the financial years 2013/14 

Campaigning 

Groups
Financial

20/06/2014 4381
'Black' and 'grey' lists of medicines - 1.Please can you provide copies of the CCG's 'black' and 'grey' lists of medicines (or equivalent), 

which describe the medicines that locally should not be prescribed or are subject to restrictions. Please provide reasons in each 
Media Formulary

23/06/2014 4385
Homeopathy - 1.How much money did the CCG spend on homeopathic treatments and services in the financial year 2013-14? 2.Please 

break down this figure by type of treatment or service. 3.Do you have a written policy on the funding of homeopathic treatments or 
Individual

24/06/2014 4415
Diabetes - 1. Please may you tell me if the CCG has standardised or suggested blood glucose meters for use in Diabetes Patients? If so, 

which ones? 2. Please may you tell me if the CCG has standardised or suggested pen needles for use in Diabetes Patients? If so, which 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

26/06/2014 4428
IT/IM & T Contacts - 1) A list of current employees within your IT/IM & T Departments; including job titles, email address, contact 

details and structure chart. 2) The number of temporary staff from employment agencies have been employed by your organisation 
Business

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

26/06/2014 4455
Contact Details - Could you please tell me the name, job title, phone number and email address of the person who holds the role of 

‘Senior Information Risk Owner (SIRO)’ within your organisation?
Commercial HR & Contacts

27/06/2014 4460
Neurological services - 1. Please confirm whether your CCG commissions services for people with neurological conditions a. If 

confirmed, please state which of the conditions listed in Annex A are included in these services 2. Please confirm whether your CCG 

Campaigning 

Groups

Specific 

Treatments

27/06/2014 4463
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies - 1. How much funding did the CCG allocate for Improving Access to Psychological 

Therapies in total in 2013/14? 2. How much funding did the CCG allocate for IAPT per head of population in 2013/14? 3. How much 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

27/06/2014 4471
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services - 1. What are the current average waiting times from referral to the first treatment 

session for Step 2 therapies? 2. What are the current average waiting times from referral to the first treatment session for Step 3 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

27/06/2014 4479
Community mental health team - 1. What funding did you allocate to your community mental health team in total in 2013/14? 2. What 

funding did you allocate to your community mental health team per head of population in 2013/14? 3. What funding did you allocate 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

30/06/2014 4488
SARCs - 1) The number of Sexual Assault Referral Centres (SARCs) in the CCG's geographical area, and the provider of each centre 2) 

The start and end date of the contract for each SARC 3) A list of losing bidders for each SARC the most recent time the SARC was 

Members of 

Public
Misc

30/06/2014 4496
Blood Glucose Meters - 1. A list of Blood Glucose Meters and corresponding testing strips which are included in the formulary used by 

primary care prescribers in the CCG. 2. For each of the blood glucose monitors/ blood glucose testing strips listed under 1, please can 
Commercial Formulary

01/07/2014 4500
Children & Alcohol - I would like to know the number of children under the age of 16 who have been treated for alcohol-related 

conditions by the Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group in the last five years. I would like a breakdown of how many children have 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

01/07/2014 4503
GP Practices - Please send me: 1. Name of all GP Practices in your CCG 2. Number of Partners within the practice 3. Name of the 

Practice Manager in each practice 4. Email Address of the Practice Manager 
Commercial General Practice

03/07/2014 4532
Out of hours medical service - Would you please supply me with the following information. 1.Who is your current out of hours medical 

service supplier? 2. When does their contract expire? 3. What is the budget allocation for this service for 2014/15? 4. What is the 
Individual Out-of-Hours

03/07/2014 4567
Access all ages 2 RCS - I am concerned by the variability described  by the RCS in the following report.

http://www.rcseng.ac.uk/news/docs/access-all-ages-2

Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments

08/07/2014 4552
Arthritis - 1) Which Trusts does the CCG predominantly refer early inflammatory arthritis patients to? Please state top 3 2) For each 

Trust, which tariff does the Trust predominantly use for early inflammatory arthritis patients? TRUST 1 a. The standard Payment by 
Commercial

Specific 

Treatments

08/07/2014 4561
Hardware maintenance and costs - I would like to request the following breakdown of the hardware maintenance and costs: A list of 

the models of the physical servers, storage devices, tape libraries, network switches and routers under support contracts; as well as the 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

09/07/2014 4565
Funding Crisis - 1) The contingency plans Oxford health / OCCG had in place in March 2014 for the complex needs service, in the event 

that the department of health did not maintain the funding at the current levels. 2) An up to date risk assessment of the funding crisis 
Individual Financial

10/07/2014 4572
Epilepsy - 1) What is the name of your Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)? 2) Have you produced, or do you intend to produce a 

written needs assessment of the health and social care needs for people with neurological conditions? We have produced a written 

Campaigning 

Groups

Specific 

Treatments

11/07/2014 4639
Tenders - 1) How many tenders for NHS services you ran in the financial year 2013/14, and how many you expect to run in the financial 

year 2014/15? ANSWER Number of tenders for NHS services run by the CCG in 2013/14: Number of tenders for NHS services the CCG 
MP

15/07/2014 4652
IVF Treatment - 1. The CCG’s total spend on IVF treatment in the last financial year (April 2013 – March 2014) 2. The total number of 

patients and cycles of IVF funded in the last financial year 3. The total number of patients and cycles of IVF funded by your predecessor 
Individual

Specific 

Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

16/07/2014 4661
GP Federations - 1. Within your CCG, are there any GP Federations? If so, please use the table below to enter any details about these 

organisations. Name of Federation Member Practices Is the Federation responsible for buying or providing services, e.g. LES? Does the 
Commercial

16/07/2014 4668
Prescribing Rebates - 1. Which primary care rebate schemes are you currently engaged in? Please fill in the table below for your 

convenience Name of Scheme Drug(s) covered Companies involved in the scheme CCGs involved in the scheme 2. What was the total 
Business

17/07/2014 4674
Paediatric Continence Forum - Please state whether the following five paediatric continence services have been commissioned by your 

CCG: a. Bedwetting; b. Daytime wetting; c. Toilet training; d. Constipation/soiling; e. Product supply for paediatric continence 

Campaigning 

Groups
Health Statistics

18/07/2014 4676
Contracts / agreements - Details of all contracts / agreements between the CCG and the following companies since the CCG was set up; 

please also include all those contracted through NHS England for the benefit of the CCG - KPMG - Special Projects Team hosted by 
Individual SLA & Contracts

22/07/2014 4690
Adults with learning disabilities - 1. In the last financial year (e.g. 1st April 2013 – 31st March 2014) Please could you provide us with 

the total spend by the CCG in relation to services for adults with a learning disability. 2. Could you identify the three largest areas of 
Researcher

22/07/2014 4694
Venue Hire - Regarding meetings / events by the organisation which incurred a fee for hire of the venue, from April 1 2013, for each 

meeting / event: 1. The date of the meeting / event. 2. The amount of time each meeting / event was hired for. 3. The full address of 
Media Financial

23/07/2014 4692
AQP - What services did your CCG put out to Any Qualified Provider in 2013-14; • What was the value of those services; Also, please 

tell me: • What services has your CCG put out to AQP so far in 2014-15; • Who was the contract awarded to; • What services does it 
Commercial

24/07/2014 4700
Hip replacement surgery - In relation to hip replacement surgery: 1. How much was paid for all procedures in 2013/14. 2. How much 

did each procedure cost according to the tariff or on average. 3. How many people were assessed and not accepted for this surgery in 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

24/07/2014 4702
Care pathways - 1) I am seeking a list (or lists) showing what diagnostics services the CCG is the lead commissioner for. 2) Could I 

please have the contact names, phone numbers and email addresses for the persons responsible for design of the following care 
Commercial Commissioning

28/07/2014 4708
ISTCs/NHS Treatment Centres - 1a) Please list the current contracts with private providers to run ISTCs/NHS Treatment Centres. 1b) 

Please list the names and addresses of the organisations listed in question 1a. 2) Please provide the committed revenue values, 
Commercial SLA & Contracts

29/07/2014 4713
Healthcare UK - 1. Have any representatives from the CCG received any contact or attended any meetings connected to Healthcare 

UK? This could be through NHS England. 2. Has any representative attended any trade shows connected to Healthcare UK and if so 
Individual

30/07/2014 4735
Formularies - Formularies and/or guidelines for Intermittent Self-Catheterisation and Collecting Devices I am writing to request 

information under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Please find details of our request below. What formularies and/or guidelines 
Commercial Formulary

30/07/2014 4744
CCG Spend - Could you please provide the following information? 1. What is the name and population footprint of your CCG? 2. Is the 

CCG's adult mental health IPP budget wholly or partly devolved to a provider organisation? Please answer Yes or No and if Yes but only 
Commercial Financial

31/07/2014 4751
GP with a Special Interest - Please send me: 1. A list of the GPwSI in the CCG and their speciality

Business General Practice

01/08/2014 4798
Punctate Inner Choroidopathy (PIC) - 1. How much does it cost, on average, to treat a patient with Punctate Inner Choroidopathy (PIC)? 

2. In the last 12 months how many patients have been diagnosed with PIC and had their treatment funded by you? 3. In the last 12 
Individual Health Statistics

05/08/2014 4819
Contracts for clinical services - 1. Please list all contracts for clinical services awarded since April 2013 2. For each contract, please 

indicate which of these options describes the service: a) a primary care service b) a secondary care service c) a tertiary care service d) a 
Media SLA & Contracts

07/08/2014 4823
Degenerative disc disease - I would like to make a Freedom of Information request to the OCCG to know how many procedures similar 

to my requested procedure have been approved by the OCCG in the last 2 years? degenerative disc disease 
Individual

Specific 

Treatments

08/08/2014 4838
Prescriptions - 1. Number of prescriptions of methylphenidate, dexamfetamine, atomoxetine in the treatment of attention deficit 

hyperactivity disorder for 2011/12, 2012/13 and 2013/14, broken down by drug and year. 2. The amount of money spent on 
Media Formulary



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

11/08/2014 4842
Re-tender of health and social care services - I am requesting information relating to contracts for acute and community health or 

social care services you commission which are due to expire over the next 5 years and which you may potentially put out to tender. To 
Individual SLA & Contracts

11/08/2014 4844
Payment to Pharmacies - 1 I would like to know the process by which charges from pharmacies are audited and authorised for 

payment. I assume this is a documented process that is reasonably open to public scrutiny so we may be assured of the adequacy of 
Individual Formulary

12/08/2014 4786
Commissioning to Unregistered Counsellors and Psychotherapists - (1)   Does your CCG commission counselling and psychotherapy 

services? Will you list which providers are providing it (if unable to do so, can you state whether you commission any providers which 
MP Commissioning

12/08/2014 4852
Depression treatments - Please can you provide details for your CCG of the number of prescriptions made out by GPs/nurse 

practitioners for a) anti-depressants and b) mindfulness based interventions to treat depression in the year covering 2013/14. 2) Please 
Individual Formulary

13/08/2014 4859
Cancer Lead - Does your clinical commissioning group have within its governing body a member who has an interest or specialism in, or 

leads on cancer? 2. If yes, could you please provide us with their name(s)? 3. What initiative(s) do your clinical commissioning group 
Business HR & Contacts

13/08/2014 4868
Contact Details - Could you please email me the following please: 1. Names and job titles and 2. Charts, diagrams and team structures 

of everyone within the following teams / directorates; Performance Finance 
Business HR & Contacts

14/08/2014 4891
Adult Hearing Services - Could you please provide details on the below details: • Adult Hearing Services budget & expenditure - Split 

between AQP and Block contracts. o Number of adult hearing Services on block contracts within Oxfordshire. o Tariff values of adult 
Commercial SLA & Contracts

20/08/2014 4897
Expenditure above £25,000 - Please will you provide files relating to disclosure of actual monthly invoice expenditure (Date, Amount, 

Supplier & Description) in CSV or XLS format for the months January 2014 to March 2014? Ideally, I require information covering all 
Business Financial

21/08/2014 4905
Community Palliative Services - 1. Do you commission a 24/7 dedicated and clinically staffed palliative service specifically designed for 

patients dying at home, and their carers? Yes/No 2. Please complete the table (see the second attachment to this email) detailing 

Campaigning 

Groups
Health Statistics

22/08/2014 4916
Implementation of NICE Technology Appraisal Guidance (TAG) - 1.Access to NICE approved treatments in ophthalmology Are the 

treatments listed below routinely available to patients according to their NICE TAG? Please could you indicate by putting a cross in the 
Charity Formulary

27/08/2014 4931
Fact-finding trips abroad - 1. Please can you tell how much was spent from the CCG budget on fact-finding trips abroad for staff or 

governing body/board members between April 2013 and March 2014 and also between April 2014 and August 2014 (up until 22nd 
Media Financial

28/08/2014 5060
Tender community services - 1. Is your CCG (either singularly or as part of a commissioning consortium) currently tendering or seeking 

to tender your community services provision (whole or in part) within the next two years as part of the review of the original TCS 
Commercial Commissioning

29/08/2014 4950
Warfarin - For each year from 2003 – 2013: Legal claims involving warfarin 1. Total annual number of legal claims involving warfarin 2. 

The details of these cases 3. How many of these cases were forwarded to professional indemnity associations 4. Which indemnity 
Researcher Formulary

29/08/2014 5000
Confederation of British Industry - I am writing to obtain information about the amount your organisation pays to the Confederation of 

British Industry and its subsidiaries. Please provide the amount paid to the CBI (and its regional subsidiaries) (a) in membership fees (b) 
Business Financial

02/09/2014 4955
Improving services for older people - The NHS planning guidance ‘Everyone Counts’ set out an expectation that every CCG should 

identify £5 per patient from its allocation for 2014/15 and use this to support practice plans for improving services for older people. 
Media Commissioning

02/09/2014 4981
ADHD service - If you have ADHD service for Adults & Children either or both ? 1) The number of people diagnosed in your CCG area 

adults and children separately since diagnosis started? 2) The total cost of diagnosis per person adult and child and the number of 
Individual

Specific 

Treatments

03/09/2014 4998
Contact Details - 1. The full name(s), job title(s) and email address(es) of the member(s) of the governing body, including clinical and 

non-clinical members, with a lead role in quality improvement, service improvement and/or service transformation. 2. The full 
Individual HR & Contacts

04/09/2014 5005
Clear elective patient backlogs - CCGs recently received a share of a £250m government fund to help providers to clear elective patient 

backlogs over the summer. Please could you tell me: • how much of the fund your CCG received • how much of the fund was paid to 
Individual Financial



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

05/09/2014 5061
Hyperhidrosis - I am undertaking research into the diagnosis and treatment of Hyperhidrosis Using the ICD-10 definitions 

HYPERHIDROSIS R610 Localized hyperhidrosis R611 Generalized hyperhidrosis R619 Hyperhidrosis, unspecified Question 2014/15 In 
Researcher

Specific 

Treatments

08/09/2014 5065
Contact Details - I am currently compiling information on all of the CCG’s and was hoping you’d be able to provide me with the name, 

contact email and telephone number of the following members of staff within the CCG/s in your area: • Head of Communications • 
Researcher HR & Contacts

08/09/2014 5066
Contact Details - I would like to receive a list containing the name and email address for the: • Chief Operating Officer (or equivalent) 

of your Clinical Commissioning Group • Mental Health Commissioning Lead (or equivalent) of your Clinical Commissioning Group For 
Individual HR & Contacts

08/09/2014 5067
Acupuncture - I wondered if acupuncture was in the services that you offered as part of Personal Health Budgets? 

Commercial
Specific 

Treatments

11/09/2014 5114
Contact Details - Firstly, I would like to receive a list containing the name and email addresses for the: • GP Mental Health Lead of your 

Clinical Commissioning Group • Chair of your Clinical Commissioning Group Secondly, I would like to receive a list which: • contains the 
Individual HR & Contacts

11/09/2014 5124
Strategy to achieve parity of esteem between mental and physical health - Firstly, I would like to know whether your Clinical 

Commissioning Group: • has a written strategy to achieve parity of esteem between mental and physical health in its work • is 
Business

11/09/2014 5127
Mental health strategy - Firstly, I would like to know whether your Clinical Commissioning Group: • has a written mental health 

strategy for its work • is developing a written mental health strategy for its work • or has no written mental health strategy for its 
Business Health Statistics

12/09/2014 5137
Remuneration - 1. The total number of employees who received remuneration equal to, or in excess of £100,000 in 2013-14. 2. For 

those who received remuneration in excess of £150,000: i. The employee’s name ii. The employee’s job title iii. The remuneration 
Researcher Financial

12/09/2014 5155
Contracts - Could you please inform me whether your CCG is currently party to any contracts with any of the companies listed below: • 

Virgin • Care UK • The Practice PLC • General Healthcare Group • HCA International • Malling Health • Ramsay Health • Spire 
Individual Commissioning

15/09/2014 5158
Contact Details - Please could you provide names and email addresses for the employees who hold the following positions, or 

equivalent positions, within your CCG: - Commissioning/Service Development for Long Term Conditions - CCG Lead - Primary Care 
Individual HR & Contacts

17/09/2014 5184
Any Qualified Provider - I would like to see the output from a recent FOI request that I believe was made by the Health Services 

Journal, relating to ‘Any Qualified Provider’. The article was published on the 11th September 2014. A sample paragraph from the 
Individual AQP

17/09/2014 5212
Cancer diagnostics - 1. Does the CCG commission direct access for GPs to the following cancer diagnostics: i) Non-obstetric ultrasound 

(for ovarian cancer) ii) Chest X-ray (for lung cancer) iii) Flexible sigmoidoscopy (for colorectal cancer) iv) Brain MRI (for brain cancer) 2. 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

17/09/2014 5215
Monies paid to 5 named companies - 1. The total amounts of all monies paid to the following companies in the 2011/12, 2012/13 and 

2013/14 financial years: a) Deloitte b) PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers) c) EY (Ernst & Young) d) KPMG e) Capita Please include all 
Media

18/09/2014 5220
Wheelchair provision for people with Motor Neurone Disease - Please provide the following information for each of your wheelchair 

services in respect of wheelchair provision for people with Motor Neurone Disease. Should you be unable to provide these details for 
Charity

19/09/2014 5256
Integrated Care Strategy - Do you have an Integrated Care Strategy? – If so what is it • Who is the Senior Responsible Officer for your 

Integrated Care Strategy, if applicable? • What is your strategy for integrating across primary and secondary care? • Do you have a 
Individual Health Statistics

22/09/2014 5259
Telehealth and telecare services - Does your CCG commission telehealth and telecare services? 2. If so, how much did your CCG spend 

on telehealth and telecare services in 2013/14, and how much is it planning to spend in 2014/15? 3. How many patients in your CCG 
MP Health Statistics

22/09/2014 5269
Formulary - 1) Are you part of an APC, if so which one, and if so do you automatically accept APC recommendations? 2) Do the 

hospitals within your CCG have separate formularies to primary care? 3) Please can you provide the primary and secondary care 
Individual Formulary

23/09/2014 5264
Conflicts of interest - I would like to make a freedom of information request for the number of times, since April 2013 to September 

2014, ‘conflicts of interest’ have been registered by the CCG’s governing body. In addition to this, when was the CCG’s ‘conflicts of 
Individual Misc

23/09/2014 5272
Oxygen prescribing - I am writing to request that you provide me with annual data pertaining to the costs of supplying oxygen to 

cluster headache patients in your area. In particular could you please provide me with the following: 1. A copy of your local oxygen 

Campaigning 

Groups

Specific 

Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

24/09/2014 5283
Contact Details - Please could you provide the name and email address for the person within the CCG who leads on continence issues? 

E.g. the person who deals with enquiries about continence or who commissions continence services.
Researcher Commissioning

24/09/2014 5295
Any Qualified Provider - 1. Please can you list the names of contracts you have commissioned under Any Qualified Provider status for 

each CCG? 2. then list the next date at which a provider can be added onto each contract? 3. Finally, please can you confirm the 
Commercial Commissioning

25/09/2014 5313
IVF Cycles - Please can you provide me with how many NHS funded IVF cycles your current CCG/PCT offers

Council
Specific 

Treatments

25/09/2014 5316
Contracts - Could you please inform me whether your CCG is currently party to any contracts with any of the companies listed below: • 

United Health • McKinsey Furthermore, if so I would like a description of each of the contracts (including the nature of service 

Campaigning 

Groups
Financial

29/09/2014 5357
Audiology - 1. Please state the full name of your Clinical Commissioning Group 2. Are Adult Hearing Services being provided through 

Any Qualified Provider (AQP) in your CCG area? If yes: a) Do you collect data on outcomes of AQP Adult Hearing Services? b) Do you or 
Charity AQP

30/09/2014 5354
Physiotherapy for musculoskeletal (MSK) conditions - 1) How many patients are referred to physiotherapy for musculoskeletal (MSK) 

conditions each year in your area? 2) What is the average waiting time to access MSK physiotherapy in your area? 3) Please 
Researcher Health Statistics

30/09/2014 5355
Co-commissioning - I am looking to gather the co-commissioning ‘expression of interest’ submitted by each CCG to NHS England, so for 

all CCGs whose FOI enquiries you cover, please could you send me a copy of this document?
Media Commissioning

30/09/2014 5361
Learning disabilities - Could you please let me know the number of annual health checks for people with learning disabilities that were 

completed by GPs in 2013/14? The figure is normally given as a percentage of those eligible, so for example in 2012/13 I believe it was 
Charity Health Statistics

01/10/2014 5353
Health services directly commissioned for probation services - Health Needs Assessment (HNA) a) Have you a recent ('recent' defined 

as undertaken in the last five years) health needs assessment for probation to inform commissioning? b) Does the HNA cover approved 
Researcher Commissioning

01/10/2014 5368
Formulary - 1. Which formulary does your organisation use? 2. Is this a joint formulary shared with any other organisation and if so 

who? 3. If it is published online please provide link? 4. Which group or committee is responsible for developing your formulary? 5. Who 
Individual Formulary

01/10/2014 5375
MSK - For each question, please delete as appropriate within each [ Y / N ] box, before providing any requested additional details in the 

provided table. 1. Do you have an integrated MSK / integrated pathway contract in place in your CCG? [ Y / N ] a) If yes, please provide 
Researcher Commissioning

03/10/2014 5392
Pen Needles - 1. What are the recommended brands of diabetic pen needles within the CCG? 2. Are BD Nano pen needles a 

recommended brand within the CCG? 3. On what basis were the recommendations made for brand availability? For example, cost, 
Commercial Formulary

03/10/2014 5398
Rectopexy operations - Under the Freedom of Information Act I'd like the following details about rectopexy operations: • How much 

OCCG have in its budget for rectopexy operations each year? • How much does one rectopexy operation cost? • How many rectopexy 
Media

Specific 

Treatments

06/10/2014 5399
Renal services - Could you please provide Me with information on the development to renal services in Oxfordshire. This includes 

information on Transplantation, Renal Dialysis, Medication to Renal Patients and Renal Transport. I look forward to hearing from you.

Members of 

Public

Specific 

Treatments

06/10/2014 5416
Biologics Spend - Could you provide the following information for the below drugs for your CCG? • The total spend in the last financial 

year 2013/14? • The total projected spend for this financial year 2014/15? • The current spend to date financial year 2014/15? If 
Researcher Financial

06/10/2014 5425
Business directory - 1. Please state, which business directory the trust uses when searching for suppliers. 2. Does a company need to 

have a listing in a particular business directory in order for the trust to consider the company as a potential supplier? 3. What is the 
Business Misc

07/10/2014 5430
Better Care Fund - As per NHS England guidance, all CCG areas (together with NHS England/local authority commissioning 

counterparts) had to submit a final updated version of their plan for how to use their allocation from the Better Care Fund by noon on 
Media Misc

07/10/2014 5433
Funding - Under the FOI act I would like to know the following information on a therapy known as spinal cord stimulation for the 

management of chronic pain Can you provide me the number of spinal cord stimulator patients your CCG funded in 2013-14 
Business

Specific 

Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

07/10/2014 5435
Organisational structure charts - I am writing to request the organisational structure charts for NHS Oxfordshire CCG under the 

Freedom of Information Act. I would like to place particular emphasis on the structures of Procurement, Contracts, Commissioning, 

Campaigning 

Groups
HR & Contacts

09/10/2014 5444
CCG Governing Body Elections - I am writing to request some information under FOI about the governance of your Clinical 

Commissioning Group. In particular, I was hoping you could provide me with details of elections conducted to appoint members of 
Researcher HR & Contacts

09/10/2014 5450
QuICN - We are therefore making a Freedom of Information request for the following information: 1. Detailed copies of all the CQUINs, 

national and local, that your providers of community services use, as set out in Schedule 4 of the NHS Standard Contract. If the CQUINs 
Researcher Health Statistics

09/10/2014 5456
VAT - We would be grateful if you could provide the following details to ensure that our records are up to date 1. Current VAT and tax 

advisor 2. Contract renewal date 3. Contact detail so your financial officer(s) with responsibility for VAT and tax
Commercial Financial

10/10/2014 5463
Cholesterol Data - 1. How many GP practices are there within in your Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)? 2. Following the withdrawal 

of cholesterol indicators CHD003, PAD003, STIA004, STIA005, MH004 from the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) earlier this 
Charity

15/10/2014 5481
Formulary - This is a request for access to documents under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (the "Act") in particular pursuant to 

Sections 1 and 8 of the Act. The first marketing authorisations for generic clopidogrel 75mg tablets were granted in July 2009. We 
Solicitor Formulary

15/10/2014 5482
Contact Details - please can you provide me with the contact details for your Clinical Head of Commissioning and other CCG team 

members involved in Long Term Conditions and/or Care Planning.
Researcher HR & Contacts

20/10/2014 5509
Structure Charts - I would like to make a request under the Freedom of Information Act for information relating to your Organisation. 

Please find below requests for information. I would like to request a full Senior Management organisation structure chart to include 
Individual HR & Contacts

20/10/2014 5514
NHS 111 - Relating to the CCG’s current NHS 111 service: 1. What is the annual value of the service? 2. When will the service be market 

tested next? 3. Who is the person(s) responsible for procurement of NHS 111 service and what are their postal, phone and email 

Members of 

Public
NHS 111

21/10/2014 5517
CHC and mental health services - 1. A list of all Continuing Healthcare and mental health services that have been decommissioned by 

the CCG since April 2013, or where a decision has been taken to decommission the service by the end of financial year 2014/15, or 
Researcher CHC

21/10/2014 5521
Primary Care - Digital First (a) Is the CCG working with local providers to establish targets at reducing unnecessary face-to-face contact 

for 2014/15 and beyond? – if so please give details (b) Have contracting discussions between the CCG and local providers taken place 
Individual Health Statistics

22/10/2014 5533
NHS clinical services - 1.How many contracts do you hold in total, whether as a sole or lead commissioner, or as an associate 

commissioner, for the provision of NHS clinical services? 2. How many contracts do you hold for the provision of NHS clinical services 

Campaigning 

Groups
SLA & Contracts

27/10/2014 5582
GP vacancies - 1) Please state the name of the CCG, or please list the names of the CCGs whose FOI requests you deal with. Please 

provide separate figures for each CCG you represent for the questions below, thank you. 2) How many a) GP Partners b) Salaried GPs 
Media HR & Contacts

28/10/2014 5595
Dementia Care - 1. What were the average waiting times for GP referrals to memory clinics in each quarter of 2014/15? 2. What were 

the average waiting times for GP referrals to memory clinics in each quarter of 2013/14? 3. What were the average waiting times for 
Media Health Statistics

28/10/2014 5617
Diagnostic Clinics - Please could you send me responses to the following questions regarding provision of GP direct access to 

diagnostics, under the Freedom of Information Act, for each of the CCGs you serve: 1. What diagnostic clinics can GPs currently refer to 
Media General Practice

28/10/2014 5624
GP cancer referrals - GP referrals for suspected cancer 1. How many non-urgent referrals for suspected cancer have been made by GPs 

in each quarter so far in 2014/15? How many of these each quarter were refused by the consultant? How many of these referrals that 
Media Health Statistics

29/10/2014 5627
District Nursing - 1. What size population does the CCG serve? 2. How many full-time equivalent district nurses are employed in the 

CCG area currently? 3. How many full-time equivalent district nurses were employed in the CCG area on 1 November 2013? 4. How 
Media Health Statistics

30/10/2014 5646
Contracts with Clinical Service Providers - 1. What is the total number of full time equivalent staff who are employed in monitoring the 

CCG’s contracts with clinical service providers? 2. What proportion of the CCG’s total administrative budget is accounted for by the 
Individual SLA & Contracts

30/10/2014 5648
CCG Job Vacancy Adverts - 1. Since April 2013 how many job vacancies has your Trust advertised outside of England, Wales and 

northern Ireland? 2. Where were the adverts placed - were they placed in one of the following: i) Recruitment agencies based outside 
Media SLA & Contracts



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

30/10/2014 5655
CCG representation - 1. How many voting members are on your board? 2. How many GP voting members are there on your board? 3. 

How many voting members were on your board on 1 April 2013? 4. How many GP voting members were on your board on 1 April 
Media HR & Contacts

30/10/2014 5657
Contact Details - Name, Job title, email address, telephone number of the Safeguarding Adults Manager, Complaints Manager, 

Equalities and Diversity Manager, Training Manager 
Commercial HR & Contacts

03/11/2014 5679
New hospital in Bicester - 1 Please provide exact details of the nature of the recently reported reasons for the reported "minor 

problems" that are causing the delay in opening the recently built new hospital in Bicester. 2 What action as commissioning agents you 
Individual Misc

03/11/2014 5680
Commissioning policies - 1) The names of the CCGs you represent For each CCG individually, please state 2) How many commissioning 

policies are in operation for treatment or referral to treatment (either drawn up by the CCG or inherited from previous organisations) 
Media Commissioning

12/11/2014 5725
AQP - Please would you inform me of how many AQP packages of podiatry care have been provided by North Oxfordshire podiatry 

service in the last 12 months to people resident in south Northants? Specifically those with NN and OX17 post codes and how much 
Individual AQP

12/11/2014 5732
Orthopaedic Triage - 1. Does the CCG have a triage process for patients with orthopaedic symptoms, or does the CCG allow 

unrestricted GP referrals? 2. If the CCG does have a triage process, how is it organised? I understand that the typical ways to organise a 
Individual

Specific 

Treatments

17/11/2014 5829
Cancer diagnoses - Cancer diagnoses in Oxfordshire in 2013/14, broken down by the first three letters/digits of all county postcodes 

and type of cancer e.g. OX1, breast cancer, 423 diagnoses. 
Media Health Statistics

17/11/2014 5830
Benzodiazepines - Prescriptions of Benzodiazepines, broken down by financial year from 2009/10 to 2013/14 and, for each year, the 

number of prescriptions, number of people the prescriptions relate to and the cost. 
Media

18/11/2014 5833
Lynch syndrome - 1. Are patients diagnosed with bowel cancer under 50 years within your clinical commissioning group tested for 

Lynch Syndrome at diagnosis? 2. Is Lynch syndrome testing carried out using MMR immunohistochemistry? If not, which method is 
Charity

Specific 

Treatments

19/11/2014 5845
Clinical Leadership for Men's Health - 1. Do you have a clinical lead for men's health in your CCG? 2. Do you have a clinical lead for 

women's health in your CCG? 3. What specific policies or programmes, if any, do you have that are targeted to improve the health of 

Campaigning 

Groups
HR & Contacts

20/11/2014 5849
IAPT services - Question 1 In the 2nd quarter of 2014-15 (ie: 1st July to 30th September 2014), what types of psychological therapy 

(e.g. cognitive behavioural therapy, couple therapy for depression, counselling for depression, interpersonal therapy, dynamic 
Commercial Health Statistics

21/11/2014 5865
Conflict of Interest - I would like to make a freedom of information request for the number of times, since April 2013 to September 

2014, that more than 50% of the members of the CCG governing body meeting have been required to withdraw from a meeting or part 
Media Misc

26/11/2014 5900
Remuneration - 1. The total number of non clinical staff who received remuneration equal to, or in excess of £100,000 in 2013-14. 2. 

For those who received remuneration in excess of £150,000: i. The employee’s name ii. The employee’s job title iii. The remuneration 
Researcher Financial

27/11/2014 5912
Hospital Information Systems - 1. Do you use digital dictation? (Yes/No) 2. Which dictation system do you use? 3. Do you use voice 

recognition? (Yes/No) 4. If yes, is it Dragon from Nuance? (Yes/No) 5. Do you outsource your transcription? (Yes/No) 6. Do you also 
Researcher

IT/Broadband/Tel

ephone

28/11/2014 5929
Urgent & Unscheduled Care - 1. A list of all the providers your CCG has commissioned to provide urgent or unscheduled care, including 

GP Out of Hours services, minor injuries units, Urgent care services and any other service excluding A&E and Ambulance services. 2. 
Individual CHC

28/11/2014 5935
Urgent Care Complaints - 1) The total number of complaints, to both the CCG and the providers commissioned by your CCG, relating to 

Urgent Care Centres, GP Out of Hours services, minor injuries units and walk in centres. This request is for all complaints that meet 
Individual Health Statistics

01/12/2014 5938
Translation of Patient Information - 1. Into how many languages does the Trust translate patient information, as of 1 November 2014? 

2. During the last financial year (i.e. April 2013 - March 2014) how= much did the Trust spend on the following: A. Translation of 
Media Misc

01/12/2014 5950
GP Out of Hours Provider Performance Report - Please send me the most recent and complete monthly performance report submitted 

by your Out of Hours GP provider. As highlighted in the report titled: 'Out-of-Hours GP Services in England' and published by the 
Individual Out-of-Hours



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

03/12/2014 5978
Complex care packages - For the year 2013-14 to date please provide me with the total number of complex care packages paid for by 

the CCG for patients not cared for in nursing homes. • Please let me know, when community services (e.g. District Nurses and 
Media Health Statistics

04/12/2014 5999
Financial - Please can you provide files relating to disclosure of actual monthly invoice expenditure in CSV or XLS format for the period 

March 2014. Unfortunately the file currently on the web page is showing #### in the amount column when it was converted to pdf 
Researcher Financial

05/12/2014 6008
Out-of-Hours GP audit report - Please send me a copy of the latest complete clinical audit that the provider your CCG has 

commissioned to provide out of hours GP services, has carried out on its General Practitioners. I would like the clinical audit that is 
Individual Out-of-Hours

05/12/2014 6015
Individual Funding Requests (IFRs) - 1. I want to know how many requests for individual funding (IFRs) have been made in Oxfordshire 

in the last 3 years and how many of these have been approved as a percentage or an absolute number. 2. I would like a breakdown of 
Individual Financial

05/12/2014 6031
Continuing Healthcare (CHC) - 1. The number of Retrospective claims for NHS Continuing Healthcare ("Claims") which have been made 

to your Clinical Commissioning Group; 2. The total number of full time staff that have been allocated to progress these Claims on a full 
Solicitor CHC

09/12/2014 6034
New Restrictions on Patient Services - Please include all new restrictions when answering. So, for example, if you already require 

patients to stop smoking before surgery, but are extending the quit period, please detail. Similarly, if you are making drug substitutions 
Media Misc

09/12/2014 6037
Individual Funding Requests (IFR) -1. How many individual funding request applications were received by the CCG in (i) 2012/13 and (ii) 

2013/14? 2. How many of these individual funding request applications led to funding by the CCG in (i) 2012/13 and (ii) 2013/14? 3. 
Media Health Statistics

10/12/2014 6062
Surgery and Treatment Restrictions - 1. Is the CCG restricting any surgery/treatments for patients based on smoking status or number 

of cigarettes smoked? Please provide details. 2. Is the CCG restricting any surgery/treatments for patients based on BMI or whether 
Media Misc

12/12/2014 6081
Elective Fund - Please can you tell me whether the CCG received a share of the £250m government fund to help clear elective patient 

backlogs. If so, how much? Please provide a breakdown of what the fund was spent on? 
Individual Financial

12/12/2014 6092
Contracts for Healthcare Services - A list of all organisations that have been awarded contracts to provide healthcare services by your 

clinical commissioning group since 2010, and for each contract awarded: the value of the contract; the healthcare services contracted 
Individual SLA & Contracts

15/12/2014 6104
Out of Hours GPs - 1) How much did the CCG(s) spend on out of hours (GP) services in the first 11 months of 2014? 2) How much did 

the CCG(s) spend on out of hours (GP) services in 2013? 3) How much did the CCG(s) spend on out of hours (GP) services in 2012? 4) 
Media Financial

17/12/2014 6123
Communications Staff - 1) The total spend by the Trust on public/media/press/ communications staff for the year of a) 2012 b) 2013 c) 

2014. 2) The number of staff employed by your Trust in the public relations/media/press/ communication department in your Trust in 
Media HR & Contacts

18/12/2014 6158
OCCG Board - I would be very grateful if you would give me full information about board members for the periods specified below and 

declarations of interest for the OCCG board covering the period April 2011- April 2012 and April 2012 - April 2013.

Campaigning 

Groups
HR & Contacts

18/12/2014 6222
Gluten free prescription guidelines - I am writing to request the most recent approval and review dates of the gluten-free prescription 

guidelines
Commercial Formulary

19/12/2014 6196
GP Winter Funding - 1) How much funding the CCG has been allocated by NHS England for combating winter pressures? 2) How much 

has been allocated to support GP practices or GP services? 3) What the money allocated to GPs will it be spent on? 
Individual Financial

19/12/2014 6200
Out of Hours Staffing - Have you set minimum staffing targets for your OOH provider? How many times were these targets breached in 

2013-14? And how many times were these targets breach so far this year, from April 2014? For these two years how many times were 
Individual Out-of-Hours

19/12/2014 6204
GP contracts - For 2013-14 and April 2014-present, could you please tell me for each CCG: In 2013-14 2014-15 The value of the 

enhanced services (or services formerly known as enhanced services) you have commissioned/plan to commission The value of 
Individual SLA & Contracts

23/12/2014 6224
Continuing Health Care for Offender Inmates - The information I require relates to continuing healthcare funding for both male and 

female, juvenile and adult prison/youth offender inmates. How many incarcerated individuals are in receipt of continuing healthcare 
Commercial CHC

23/12/2014 6237
ECG Machines - 1. How many ECG machines in total do you currently have in? GP Surgeries 2. Who is the manufacturer of the 12 lead 

ECG machines you currently use? 3. What is the average age of ECG machines when they are replaced? 4. How many ECG machines 
Commercial Health Statistics



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

29/12/2014 6260
GP Contact Details - provide me with a list of email addresses of all the GPs within the CCG? If this is not possible could you provide a 

list of addresses of practice managers
Individual HR & Contacts

29/12/2014 6266
Temporary Agency Staff - The total number of temporary agency staff utilised as well as the total sum spent on temporary agency staff 

in the Finance and Accountancy department for this current financial year and 2013/14 • The total number of temporary agency staff 
Individual HR & Contacts

30/12/2014 6270
Da Vinci Robot - 1) Procedures conducted with a da Vinci robot are excluded from 2014/15 National Tariff. Does the CCG currently or 

plan to pay a ‘top-up tariff’ for any procedures conducted with a da Vinci robot? 2) What is the unit price paid, or planned to be paid, 
NHS England Commissioning



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

02/01/2015 6273
Continuing Healthcare Suppliers - 1) Please advise me of the CCG's total spend for continuing healthcare in 2013/14, and the budget 

allocated for 14/15. 2) Can you provide a split of the 2013/14 spend on providers delivering care packages at home, in care homes, and 
Individual CHC

07/01/2015 6318
3rd Party Hosting - 1. Software as a Service (SaaS) is a software distribution model in which applications are hosted by a vendor or 

service provider and made available to customers over a network, typically the Internet. 2. E-commerce hosting is a business that 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

08/01/2015 6339
Winter Funding - 1. Of the £700 million announced by the Department of Health, how much was allocated to your CCG? 2. How much 

of the money allocated to your CCG was spent directly on i) substantive medical staff; ii) locum/overtime medical staff? 3. How much 
Individual Financial

09/01/2015 6343
Vitamin D guidelines - I would be grateful if you would supply me with any information regarding guidelines given to GP Practices 

regarding the prescribing of Vitamin D to “At Risk Groups”.
Researcher Specific Treatments

13/01/2015 6360
Diabetes - The enquiry is to obtain data as to whether these differences are price related, whether CCGs are all operating on similar 

pricing models, price verses volume applies and there is value for money compared to other CCGs.Name of CCG: Name of provider 
Researcher Financial

14/01/2015 6377
Management Consultants - for each of the last five years 1. Total expenditure on management consultants 2. Please break this a down 

for each company whose services were used, and state the names of the companies. 3. Please state the nature and purpose of the 
Media Misc

15/01/2015 6369
Personal Health Budgets - 1. The number of people in the CCG area who are eligible for Personal Health Budgets 2. The number of 

people in the CCG area who have been granted Personal Health Budgets 3. The total 2014/15 value of the Personal Health Budgets 
Individual CHC

21/01/2015 6488
Medical Services Contracts - I am writing to make an open request for information under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 

regarding your contracts for walkin in centres, GP services community medical services in dermatology, ENT and ophthalmology 
Individual SLA & Contracts

27/01/2015 6506
COPD - 1. Does the CCG commission any pulmonary rehabilitation services? 2. If yes, please confirm the names of all pulmonary 

rehabilitation providers. 3. If the CCG does commission pulmonary rehabilitation, please provide the full name, job title and email 

Campaigning 

Groups
Misc

02/02/2015 11241
OCCG Board - I would be very grateful if you would give me full information about board members for the period specified and 

declarations of interest for the OCCG board covering the period April 2013 - 2014.

Campaigning 

Groups
HR & Contacts

02/02/2015 11241
OCCG Board - I would be very grateful if you would give me full information about board members for the period specified and 

declarations of interest for the OCCG board covering the period April 2013 - 2014.

Campaigning 

Groups
HR & Contacts

06/02/2015 11265
ICT/IT Training - 1- In last 2 years have you purchased any IT technical training for the ICT /IT department from QA Limited, covering IT 

Technical courses such as Microsoft VMware Oracle Citrix and Cisco. 2- What is the exact job title of the manger or team leader in 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

06/02/2015 11296
GP contracts - The value of the enhanced services (or services formerly known as enhanced services) you have commissioned or intend 

to commission in 2015/16 The value of enhanced services you have commissioned or intend to commission through AQP in 2015/16 
Individual AQP

06/02/2015 11334
Hearing Aids - I'm submitting a FOI request for data on which manufacturer's hearing aids the CCG, or any predecessor organisation, 

has purchased and dispensed over the past 5 years. Ideally I'd like this data on a monthly basis and described on a £ and unit basis. An 
Researcher Misc

10/02/2015 11306
Rebates - 1. Confirm whether the CCG Is currently signed up to any Pharmaceutical product rebate Schemes. 2. Confirm whether the 

CCG uses the PrescQIPP Review Board Assessments as part of the approval process for Rebate Schemes? 
Individual Formulary

12/02/2015 11349
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) - 1. Please can you provide an account of the amount of money spent on Child 

and Adolescent Mental Health (CAMHS) services by your CCG in the following financial years; a) 2010/11 b) 2011/12 c) 2012/13 d) 

Campaigning 

Groups
Financial

13/02/2015 11356
Lymphoedema/Chronic Oedema - Please would you inform me of the current commissioned provision for people in your CCG falling in 

the following categories • Those with lymphoedema/chronic oedema related to cancer treatment • Those with lymphoedema/chronic 

Campaigning 

Groups
Specific Treatments

13/02/2015 11371
Hearing Aids - I'm submitting a FOI request for number of hearing aids the CCG has commissioned from providers of Audiology Services 

since your foundation. Ideally I would like these data: -On a monthly basis -Separated by provider 
Commercial Commissioning



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

16/02/2015 11388
Governing Body Members Remuneration - Part 1: For every member of the Governing Body and/or senior employee on the Governing 

Body (voting and non-voting) please state basic remuneration in the table below as at 1 February 2015 (excluding any additional 
Individual HR & Contacts

18/02/2015 11519
Interpreting and Translation contracts - could you please provide me with financial information relating to the: • costs of face to face 

interpreting services • costs of telephone interpreting services • costs of written translation services I would appreciate it if you could 
Individual Financial

19/02/2015 11428
IT / ICT Hardware Maintenance - I would like to request the following breakdown of your hardware maintenance and costs relevant to 

IT: A list of the models of the physical servers, storage devices, tape libraries, network switches and routers under support contracts; as 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

23/02/2015 11478
Dermatology Services - 1. Who are your current providers for community and secondary care dermatology services within your 

locality? 2. How many consultant dermatologists are employed within each of these services to deliver dermatology services within 
Commercial Specific Treatments

25/02/2015 11520
Commissioning for children and adult services - Who is your main contact for Commissioning Services for Adult Social Care? • Do you 

currently use an IT system to support your contract management? If Yes please name the system and suppliers ? • How much does this 
Individual Commissioning

25/02/2015 11521
Learning Disability Statistics - Please could you provide the following information for adults 1) The number of new “in-county” 

residential care Learning Disability care placements you have fully or partly funded in 2013 2) The number of new “out of county” care 
Individual Health Statistics

25/02/2015 11524
Rebate schemes - May I please ask you to supply me with schemes your CCG are currently engaged with and the methods used by your 

CCG to implement these schemes.
Business Financial

27/02/2015 11550
Formulary - We would like to request the following information as we were not able to find this on your website or within the general 

formulary link we have for the CCG. 1. Link to the Formulary that contains Infant Nutrition Products. 2. Please provide the Formulary 
Commercial Formulary

02/03/2015 11562
Hearing Aids - Did your Clinical Commissioning Group provide free hearing aids for adults with mild to moderate hearing loss in 

2013/14 and 2014/15, and is it planning to provide them in 2015/16? 2. How much has your Clinical Commissioning Group spent on 
Individual Health Statistics

03/03/2015 11578
Homeopathy - Please provide me with financial information, on the amount of public money spent on Homeopathic Medicine. In 

particular, I would like to know of any expenditure towards maintaining NHS homeopathic hospitals. Please provide data by year, from 
Individual Financial

05/03/2015 11617
Medicines Management - 1, The name of your CCG's Head of Medicines Management/Optimisation, Lead prescribing advisor, 

pharmaceutical advisor or equivalent role who has lead responsibility for the safe, legal and effective use of medicines in your CCG; 2, 
Commercial HR & Contacts

05/03/2015 11621
Recruitment Agencies - Q1. In last 2 years has your organisation used external recruitment agencies to hire for permanent or contract 

roles? Q2. In list format what are the five highest paid external recruitment agencies with the total amount paid in the last 2 years? Q3. 
Individual HR & Contacts

06/03/2015 11623
Vitamin D and Halal - Does your organisation have any plans to include Vitamin D products that are independently certified by a 

recognised UK Halal certification organisation on your formulary in order to comply with the NICE Guidelines? 
Commercial Formulary

24/03/2015 11779
Community eye care services - I am writing to ask you to confirm whether any of the enhanced services, PEARS/MECs and refinement 

schemes for eye services listed below are currently commissioned in your area from community optometric practices, and/or 
Researcher Commissioning

25/03/2015 11780
GP Federations - I am looking to identify the names of any GP Federations that are working with/for the NHS Oxfordshire CCG. If you 

could deliver this as a list, ideally including a telephone number, it would be much appreciated.
Media General Practice

27/03/2015 11804
Pharmaceutical Funding - I would like to know whether your CCG, or individual practices responsible to your CCG, have used, in full or 

part, funding from the pharmaceutical industry to fund any individuals or individuals working in your area in order to change or 
Individual Formulary

31/03/2015 11850
IT Support Contracts - I would like to request information concerning any IT server, storage and networking maintenance support 

contracts (including any care packs) which you may hold, and request details of the following components of these contracts: • Existing 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

01/04/2015 11857
Diabetes - Number and Cost of Diagnostic Test Services for Primary Care Only - Period of interest: 01/04/2014 to 31/03/2015 

(inclusive). Financial year 2014-2015 & 01/04/2015 to 31/03/2016 (inclusive). Financial year 2015-2016. Please supply the total 
Researcher Specific Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

01/04/2015 11879
DPA Breaches - For the financial year 2014/15: 1. The total number of times there has been a breach of the Data Protection Act 

including data loss in the period 2. The total number of employees that have been disciplined internally for breaches of Data Protection 
Media Misc

01/04/2015 11883
Referral for cataract surgery - 1a) Does the CCG have a defined visual acuity threshold for patients to be referred for cataract surgery? 

1b) If yes to 1a, is this based on (please mark relevant box): best corrected visual acuity both eyes or best corrected visual acuity 
Commercial Specific Treatments

01/04/2015 11890
GP Absences due to Sickness - Between April 2013 and March 2015, I would like to know how many GPs at your Clinical Commissioning 

Group (CCG) have taken time off work due to stress, depression or anxiety, or any other mental illness. I would like this information 
Individual General Practice

07/04/2015 11900
Continuing Health Care (CHC) Fraud Investigations - During the financial years 2012/13, 2013/14 and 2014/15: 1) How many 

investigations have taken place into allegations regarding NHS Continuing Healthcare fraud? - Please provide a brief description of each 
Individual CHC

08/04/2015 11921
IFR Requests - in the last 5 years, within Bucks-Oxford CCG : 1. - how many patients , girls (16y.o. and under) and Women, got Any 

Physical-Surgery/Ops free on the Nhs, Just For MentalProblems : a. with Diagnosed BodyDismorphyaDisorder/BDD b. without 
Individual Health Statistics

10/04/2015 11935
Dermatology Services - Service Design and Makeup 1. Who are your current providers for community and secondary care dermatology 

services within your locality? 2. Which of these services are: a) contracted as consultant led 18-week services b) GPwSI services c) 
Commercial Commissioning

24/04/2015 12101
Highest paid General Practitioners - 1. The salary of each of the five highest paid General Practitioners in 2014/15. 2. Please also 

provide the same figures for each of the following years: 2013/14, 2012/13. 3. Please provide details of any other income received by 
Media General Practice

28/04/2015 12141
Off-Payroll Employees - 1.a -How many people who have worked for you were paid off-payroll in the financial years 2013/14 and 

2014/15? 1.b -How many people working for you are currently paid off-payroll? 2.a -How many of the off-payroll workers in the 
Media HR & Contacts

28/04/2015 12422
Spinal Surgeries at Oxford University Hospital - 1. How many instrumented spine procedures (including Cervical, Thoracic, Lumbar and 

Sacral) involving X-Ray or CT imaging have been undertaken at the Oxford University NHS trust in the last 24-months. I am particularly 
Commercial Health Statistics

29/04/2015 12170
Communications - 1. How many staff your trust employs to carry out communications - i.e. public and media relations, PR, press office, 

marketing - work? Please provide a breakdown of job titles. 2. How many investigations your trust has conducted into suspected leaks 
Media HR & Contacts

30/04/2015 12219
Prime Minister's Challenge Fund - We were wondering if you would share with us a copy of the Right Time, Right Place, Right Care 

project bid, re the recent PMCF, wave 2 award. If not a full copy, could you share the highlights?

Campaigning 

Groups
Misc

01/05/2015 12256
Non IFR Operations - I need my previous FOI requests re-run and responded to, in order to cover: a. Nhs All Bucks services (not just via 

the IFR service) b. all four above ( FOI 11911, FOI 11920 , FOI 11919 , FOI 11921 ) but additionally within OXFORDSHIRE-Bucks not just 
Individual Health Statistics

05/05/2015 12253
Pathology Services - 1. The total CCG budget for the financial year 2014-2015. 2. The total spent on Pathology services in the financial 

year 2014-2015 (PRIMARY CARE ONLY). (3). If you are in a position to supply this - the total unit activity of Pathology services in the 
Researcher Financial

06/05/2015 12263
Rebates - 1. Please confirm or deny that the CCG/ Health Board has primary care rebate contracts for a) Medicines b) ACBS products c) 

Devices 2. Please confirm or deny that the CCG/Health Board is in receipt or has rebate agreement or discounts for anticoagulants 3. 
Researcher Financial

13/05/2015 12342
Diabetes Foot Care - in the financial year 2015/16: • Is there an established pathway for referral to a designated Foot Protection 

Service for all people with diabetes who are defined as being at increased risk of foot ulcers during annual foot risk surveillance? Such 

Campaigning 

Groups
Specific Treatments

14/05/2015 12345
Managed Print Services (MPS) - We are reviewing the use of Managed Print Services (MPS) within the NHS to see how we can tailor 

our offering in the future to support our customers. I wonder, if applicable, whether you are able to let me have details of your current 
Business Misc

27/05/2015 12500
CCG Budget and Spend - Total budget, Total primary care spend, Organisational costs, Pooling budgets, Co-commissioning, Population 

size, Care sectors and settings, Clinical conditions
Media Financial

28/05/2015 12533
Appointment Reminders - On an annual basis how much does the CCG/Trust spend on sending text message or email reminders of 

appointments for treatment to patients over the years of 2013,2014 & 2015 to date?
Commercial Financial



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

29/05/2015 12538
Actual Invoice Expenditure - Please provide files relating to disclosure of actual invoice expenditure in CSV or XLS format from Feb 2015 

to present as they do not appear to have been published on the web site. Please include the following data fields: - Payment date - 
Researcher Financial

01/06/2015 12562
NHS Procurement Bid Scoring 2014/15 - 1. Please provide a list of all contracts awarded by competitive procurement or tender by the 

CCG during 2014/15. A contract is considered to have been "awarded" at the point when the contract was signed. For each contract, 
Individual SLA & Contracts

01/06/2015 12604
Administration of Botox® (botulinum toxin type A) - 1. Confirmation that treatment is routinely available for all patients in your CCG 

area, that meet the criteria set out in TA260, and have had the treatment recommended by a suitably qualified health professional. 2. 
Charity Specific Treatments

02/06/2015 12591
IT Project Plans and Budget - 1) Please confirm the location of your computer room / data centre a) On your premises? b) 3rd party 

location? c) Other NHS provider location? 2) What is your annual budget for the following areas in the years:- IT as a whole IT staff IT 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

05/06/2015 12611
Mental Health Spend - 1. In each of the financial years 2013-14 and 2014-15 how much did your clinical commissioning group spend 

on: a. Adult mental health services b. Children’s mental health services c. Learning disability care Please breakdown the figures by each 
Media Financial

10/06/2015 12651
Hospital Organisational Charts - As part of the FOI act please could you provide the organisational chart for each hospital within the 

Trust detailing the names of Directors, Associate Directors, Heads of, and Managers for the departments below: - Operations - HR - 
Individual Misc

10/06/2015 12672
Community Equipment Provision - Q1 = How many assessors do you have registered to access your community Equipment Service? Q2 

= Is your Community equipment service operated under a section 75 arrangement? Please advise if you operate Integrated 
Commercial Commissioning

11/06/2015 12674
Structured Diabetes Education - 1. What structured education programmes for adult patients diagnosed with diabetes are currently 

commissioned and who are they provided by? Please state: • the name of each programme (e.g. DAFNE, X-PERT, DESMOND) • 

Campaigning 

Groups
Specific Treatments

12/06/2015 12627
ICT Technical Training - Q1 What budget has been allocated for ICT technical training from 1st April 2015 to the 31st of March 2016? 

Q2 Can you please provide details of the ICT Managers/Mangers that will purchase ICT technical training? Q3 Please can we have a list 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

12/06/2015 12687
Locum GPs - 1) Please provide the total number of locum GPs the CCG has employed. Please provide a number for agency locum GPs 

and a number for bank locum GPs and provide these figures for each of the last five financial years. 2) Please provide the total number 
Individual General Practice

15/06/2015 12707
Rebate Schemes - a) Which rebate schemes the CCG is currently engaged in (name of drug plus name of manufacturer and what type 

of rebate eg discount by prescribing volume) b) When each contract was signed c) Whether each drug was in the local formulary when 
Media Financial

17/06/2015 12715
Mental Health Crisis House Services - 1. Does your CCG commission mental health crisis accommodation/ Recovery house facilities? 2. 

How many such facilities does your CCG currently commission? 3. Which organizations are the CCG commissioning to deliver these 
Commercial Health Statistics

17/06/2015 12736
Financial / Conflict Interests of CCG Members - I am seeking to establish what direct and indirect, financial and other interests in 

pharmaceutical companies or device/dressings etc supply companies members of the CCG and their advisors have. While most CCGs 
Individual Financial

22/06/2015 12769
IVF Policy - 1. According to your current IVF treatment policy: a. How many cycles of IVF do you offer to eligible patients? b. Do you 

fund a full cycle of IVF, as defined by NICE, which includes replacement of all frozen embryos? If not how many frozen embryo 
Commercial Specific Treatments

22/06/2015 12772
Child Mortality - Stating your region, for the years 2008-2009; 2009-2010; 2010-2011; 2011-2012; 2012-2013; 2013-2014 (six years in 

total) 1. How many children died in each of the years? 2. How many child reviews were held in each of the years? 3. With respect to 
Media Health Statistics

24/06/2015 12803
Rebate and QIPP Schemes - Could you please provide me with the details of any prescribing rebate schemes and QIPP prescribing 

schemes active within your CCG during the financial year 2014/15? Please answer the questions below: 1. Primary Care Prescribing 
Commercial Misc

25/06/2015 12796
Databases - 1. Please can I have a list of every database your authority holds alongside a description of what the database is. To clarify I 

am not requesting the databases themselves just their names and descriptions. I would prefer to have this information in Excel form. 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

02/07/2015 12856
Specialist Palliative Services - What is the population covered by your Clinical Commisioning Group? 2. For the most recent full year 

you have data for, what is the number of: a. Adult deaths (18 and over) b. Child deaths (under 18) c. Neo-natal deaths? 3. What 
MP Specific Treatments



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

03/07/2015 12865
Agency Staffing - Spend on Agency Dieticians for the April 2014 – March 2015 Financial Year • Spend on Agency Podiatrists for the April 

2014 – March 2015 Financial Year • Spend on Agency Arts Therapists for the April 2014 – March 2015 Financial Year • Spend on 
Commercial Financial

03/07/2015 12872
Finance Organisation Chart - could you please provide me with a current organisation chart for this division, including the names of the 

individuals within each post?
Commercial HR & Contacts

06/07/2015 12884
AQP Podiatry Services - 1. Do you commission podiatry services provided under AQP? 2. If you do commission podiatry services 

provided under AQP who do you commission these services from? 3. What is your tariff description and costs for AQP podiatry 
Researcher AQP

08/07/2015 12896
Learning disability placements - Please could you provide the following information for adults:

Individual Health Statistics

10/07/2015 12923
Raising of Concerns - 1. Is it normal practice for a GP, to write to A&E departments raising concerns about a patient, if the GP disagrees 

with the diagnosis and treatment, received in the A&E? 2. Is a GP allowed to put a definitive of Munchhausen syndrome and 
Individual General Practice

13/07/2015 12833
Clinical Adoption of Medicine - I wonder if you could let me know the level of clinical evidence, cost effectiveness data and other 

supporting evidence the Medicines Management team require to consider recommending its adoption by the clinical commissioning 
Commercial Formulary

13/07/2015 12929
Wet Age Related Macular Degeneration - 1) Does the CCG commission NHS funded services for the assessment and treatment of Wet 

Age Related Macular Degeneration? 2) If the CCG does commission such services, please provide a list of providers commissioned for 
Individual Commissioning

14/07/2015 12940
Interpreting and Translation Services - 1. Who is the senior responsible person for interpreting and translation services? 2. Is 

Interpreting services contracted? 3. Do you have an in-house interpreting model or outsourced or use a combination of both 4. Do you 
Individual Misc

16/07/2015 12996
Bed usage data - 1. All Bed usage data provided to the CCG Workshop on Townlands run on or about Sep 18th 2014 2. All other 

information provided to the CCG Workshop on Townlands run on or about Sep 18th 2014 3. Conclusions of the CCG Workshop on 
Political Health Statistics

17/07/2015 12989
Townlands Hospital Consultation - As a resident of Henley-on-Thames I am concerned about the future provision of health and social 

care. I participated in the Consultation by completing the online questionnaire and adding my comments in the boxes provided. I read 
Individual Health Statistics

17/07/2015 12993
Risk Stratification Scheme - Please could you tell me whether the presence of the 9Nu0 read code in the patient’s GP record will 

prohibit extraction and uploading of their personal identifiable information under your risk stratification scheme? • Please could you 
Commercial General Practice

20/07/2015 13019
Contact Details - Can I please have the names and contact details of the Director, Head of, programme Lead, programme manager 

Planned care Primary care Mental health Continuing healthcare Urgent care Learning disabilities Out of hospital Contract management 
Commercial HR & Contacts

21/07/2015 13031
Contact Details - Can you please provide the names and contact details for Oxfordshire CCG Director of Finance and Clinical Chairman.  

I have a report I wish to send them.  Email is preferable.
Commercial HR & Contacts

27/07/2015 13095
INR/Blood Coagulation Management - • Number of providers commissioned to deliver INR testing/blood coagulation analysis in non¬ 

hospital settings A) For the financial year April-1st 2013 to March-31st 2014: B) For the financial year April-1st 2014 to March-31st 
Commercial Health Statistics

29/07/2015 13114
Enhanced Optical Services - 1. Please list the total number of patients seen on each of the following pathways in 2013/2014 & 2014 to 

the present time: a) Cataract Post-Op b) Cataract Referral&#8206; c) Children’s Post Screening d) Glaucoma Referral Refinement e) 
Commercial Health Statistics

29/07/2015 13121
NHS Summary Care Record - I hereby request details of all persons (by both name and NHS organisation) who have accessed my NHS 

Summary Care Record since its creation.
Individual Misc

29/07/2015 13125
Integration / Transformation of Health and Social Care - Does your CCG commission domiciliary care? • How many patients do you 

provide health funded domiciliary care for? • How many hours per week are commissioned? • How many service users / patients do 
Commercial Health Statistics

30/07/2015 13167
Anti-Depressent Prescriptions - 1) How many prescriptions for anti-depressants were issued in Oxfordshire in the financial years 

2013/14 and 2014/15 by the NHS? For each of these years I would like the information broken down by the drug prescribed – eg 
Media Formulary

31/07/2015 13162
Community Continence Service - 1. What is the population size covered by your community continence service provider? 2. Please 

provide a copy of your community provider continence service specification. 3. Does your provide incontinence pads to patients, or do 
Individual Health Statistics



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

06/08/2015 13220
Funding Xiapex in Dupytrens - Can I ask what the CCG position is for funding Xiapex in Dupytrens please?

Commercial Financial

06/08/2015 13238
Contact Details - 1. Names and email addresses of all commissioners who have an interest in unplanned secondary care admissions. 2. 

Names and email addresses of all GPs working within Oxfordshire CCG. 3. Names and email addresses of all Practice Managers working 
Commercial HR & Contacts

07/08/2015 13239
Non-Medical / Non-Clinical Interim Staff - The total amount spent by your organisation on non-medical / non-clinical interim staff (i.e 

staff that may work within contract management, human resources, IT, finance, procurement, business development, administration, 
Commercial Financial

10/08/2015 13266
Growth Hormone Prescribing - 1. We have the following formularies listed as used by your organisation. Please confirm if they are 

correct and if not, please provide a link/copy of relevant formularies. Buckinghamshire Formulary Oxfordshire Prescribing Traffic Light 
Commercial Formulary

10/08/2015 13268
GP Federations - 1.What are the names of the existing or planned GP practice federations in your CCG area? 2.What is the number of 

GP practices in each federation and its total registered list size? 3. What are the names and titles of the individuals who lead / are 
Media General Practice

11/08/2015 13305
Organisational Structure - Complete organisational structure broken down into directorate and departments/Team - To include all 

departmental structure teams including commissioning (Mental Health, Urgent care, primary care, CYP etc), governance/quality, 
Individual HR & Contacts

11/08/2015 13309
Conflict of Interests Registers - I would be grateful if you could fill in the attached template for any such officials, or equivalent, as well 

as other members of your CCG's governing body and its prescribing committees. As you will see from the attached template I am 
Media Misc

12/08/2015 13337
Community Pharmacies - Q1. Did the CCG commission any services from community pharmacies in your area between April 1, 2013 

and March 31, 2014? If so, please provide details of the services eg. nature of the service, total budget allocated and payments to 
Media Commissioning

12/08/2015 13351
Personal Health Budgets - 1. How many adults who receive NHS Continuing Healthcare in your clinical commissioning group area had a 

personal health budget in each of the following years: (i) 2013-14 (ii) 2014-15 (iii) 2015-16 2. Of all adults who are receive NHS 
Political Health Statistics

13/08/2015 13354
Cough Assist Machines - 1. Do you have a local commissioning policy in place for the provision of cough assist machines for patients 

with a neuromuscular condition? 2. Do you have a local commissioning policy in place for the provision of cough assist machines for 
Charity Commissioning

17/08/2015 13405
CCG Spending - Please complete Table 1 to show the total spend by your CCG in each of the categories listed for the financial years. In 

sheet 2 I would like you to provide the breakdown of your CCG’s mental health spending in each of financial years listed. Table 1 
MP Financial

20/08/2015 13416
IT Security - Please provide information on the manufacturer used, licence expiry, and licence cost including duration for each of the 

following IT security areas within the organisation: 1. Desktop anti-virus 2. Protection of Microsoft Exchange environment (please state 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

20/08/2015 13421
Communications Team - 1.The size of the population you serve? 2. How many whole time equivalents (W.T.E.) do you have working in 

the following roles? Please complete the table below. Role W.T.E. Band In-house CSU Strategic communications planning and counsel 
Commercial SLA & Contracts

21/08/2015 13157
Non-NICE Funding - 1. How many applications have you had for funding for high cost drugs for non-NICE indications in the last year? 2. 

How many of these applications were successful? 3. How much funding has been allocated to high costs drugs for non- NICE 
Business Financial

24/08/2015 13453
Cardiac Rehabilitation - Please supply me with the following information: 1. Does your CCG provide any of the following services? 

Hospital based cardiac rehabilitation exercise therapy YES / NO Hospital based intermittent claudication exercise therapy YES / NO 
Researcher Specific Treatments

25/08/2015 13460
Sharing GP records - Please could you provide me with a list of all of the GP practices currently sharing GP records information via the 

Oxfordshire Care Summary, as of 25th August 2015? I would be grateful for the name of the GP practice and the CCG that they are part 
Individual General Practice

01/09/2015 13479
Improving Access to Psychological Therapies (IAPT) - 1. The current average waiting time from referral to treatment via IAPT. 2.Total 

number of patients aged over 65 referred to therapy via IAPT in the latest year for which data is available. 3.How many patients aged 
Individual Health Statistics

01/09/2015 13488
Continuing Healthcare (CHC) Rates - 1. What is the current standard CCG CHC rate? I.e. bed rate 2. When was the current standard CCG 

CHC rate set? 3. Has the CCG reviewed the current standard CHC rate since 1 April 2014 to see whether it accords with the rules 
Individual CHC



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

07/09/2015 13518
Mental Health Commissioning - 1.  What is the name(s) of the lead mental health commissioning officer or relevant title? 2. Which 

other CCGs does the lead on behalf of?
Business HR & Contacts

10/09/2015 13546
Weight Management Services - 1. What is the overall allocation of financial resources for financial year 2015/16? 2. What is the 

prevalence of overweight and obesity in your population? Men Women Overweight Obese 3. How much of the CCG allocation (for 
Charity Health Statistics

10/09/2015 13547
Oxfordshire CCG Publications - Can you please advise me where I can find the following documents for the CCG? - Operating Plan 2015-

2016 - QIPP Plan 2015-2016 - Plan on a Page 2015-2016 - Latest Prescribing Formulary 
Commercial Commissioning

10/09/2015 13550
Financial Spend & Forecast - 1. Please provide actual and budgeted spend levels (split between revenue and capital expenditure) for 

each financial year of 2013-14, 2014-15 and 2015-16 for: a. The whole trust b. IM&T department" "Actual spend FY 2013-14 (£)" 
Researcher Financial

10/09/2015 13552
Effect of the Health and Social Care Act 2012 - I am writing you asking if you could please provide for me the following data for your 

CCG: 1. Number of Admitted Patient Care for NHS funded patients in NON-NHS providers. 2. Number of Admitted Patient Care for NHS 
Individual Health Statistics

16/09/2015 13618
Hospital Referrals & Contracts - 1. Please tell me what the local only / local area only or local bound services contracts you have in 

place with GP Practices? 2. I am interested to find out if there was a Choose and Book referral service this year available to them or 
Individual SLA & Contracts

16/09/2015 13630
Continence Aids - 1. Do you provide continence aids to meet the assessed needs of: a) Care home residents who have been assessed as 

qualifying for fully-funded NHS Continuing Healthcare Yes / No? b) Care home residents who have been assessed as qualifying for 
Business CHC

22/09/2015 13670
Agency Locum staff - Please provide me with further information relating to the supply of agency staff (Locums) for the 2014-2015 

financial year. I would be grateful if you could please provide the following information: • Spend on Locum/Agency Doctors & Medical 
Commercial Financial

22/09/2015 13681
Witney Community Hospital - As a Freedom of Information request could I please be supplied with a cost break down of the £1.1 

million (stated in the Oxford Health NHS Foundation Trust Operational Plan 2014-16) renovation work to be carried out on the Witney 
Individual Financial

23/09/2015 13674
CHC assessments - I cannot find any reference to assessments in the NHS Continuing Healthcare Checklist November 2012 ( revised) 

that advises that it is only current needs that are assessed. Can you please send me the documents which refer to this time frame ?
Individual CHC

28/09/2015 13687
Elderly Health Care - 1) Having reduced the available non-acute beds (Sept 7th 2015) what impact has this had on both waiting time for 

admissions for non-acute patients and the acute beds at the JR, Churchill and Horton to manage the criteria of 'delayed transfer of 
Individual Commissioning

29/09/2015 13697
Interpreting Services - Please send me: 1) Name of your current supplier for Interpreting Services 2) Contract end date with the current 

supplier 3) What is the breakdown/number of all translation and interpretation services per language including spend per annum for 
Individual Misc

05/10/2015 13760
Ear, Nose and Throat (ENT) - 1. What the annual budget for problems of hearing is? 2. What is the proportion of the ENT budget that 

goes towards ear surgery? 3. What population does the CCG serve?
Researcher Financial

07/10/2015 13786
Treatment of Prostate Cancer - 1. Does the CCG have any documents that are used to cover the treatment of Prostate Cancer e.g. 

Referral Pathways / Care Pathways / Prescribing Guidelines if so please could you provide us with a copy. 2. Additionally we would also 
Commercial Specific Treatments

07/10/2015 13795
Physical Activity Spend - 1. Can you please provide me with the details of any funding attributed or budgeted for, within the current 

financial year, to be spent on physical activity or exercise promotion, including in cases where the CCG is funding joint-initiatives with 
Individual Financial

14/10/2015 13850
Procurement Budget - Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 I seek to understand the expenditure on / procurement budget for 

the years 2010-2014 (inclusive) for the CCG, awarded to each of the following areas: i. Telehealth ii. Telecare iii. Digitally-enabled 
Business Financial

16/10/2015 13824
Expenditure on non-NHS providers - I am writing you asking if you could please provide for me the following data for your CCG: The 

percentage of your budget allocated to non-NHS providers.The percentage should be computed as the contract expenditure with non-
Researcher Financial

19/10/2015 13859
Community Services - 1. What was the value of your CCG’s main community services contract in 2014-15? (If the exact value has not 

yet been calculated, the most recent estimate to the nearest £m will suffice.) 2. When does your CCG plan to re-tender TCS services? 3. 
Media Financial



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

19/10/2015 13880
Cut Services - In a letter dated 16th October 2015, Oxfordshire CCG state that due to funding pressures, it is increasing the number of 

procedures that the CCG no longer fund. In light of this, I would like the full list of procedures the CCG no longer funds. 
Individual Commissioning

23/10/2015 13904
CHC Applications citing Neurological Disorder - I am requesting access to the following information, under a Freedom of Information 

request, relating to applications received for NHS continuing healthcare funding over the last three years: 1.The total number of 
Media CHC

23/10/2015 13911
Area Prescribing Committee (APCO) meeting minutes- I would like to request a copy of the minutes from the last APCO meeting.

Individual Formulary

26/10/2015 13918
Block Contracts - 1. Can you please inform me whether any block or assured/risk share contract payment arrangements for planned 

elective care have been in place for each of 2013/14; 2014/15; and 2015/16, and 2. if they have been in place what the value of those 
Business SLA & Contracts

26/10/2015 13932
Gainshare Agreements - 1. Are there any gainshare agreements in place between you the CCG and a provider (e.g. hospital trust)? If 

“No” – end. If “Yes”, then please provide the following details in the table provided. 2. Who (what position) within the CCG is 
Researcher Formulary

26/10/2015 13935
Adult Hearing Services - Q1) Did your CCG commission adult hearing services from audiology in 2014/15? Q2) Please list all providers 

from which you commissioned adult hearing services in the year 2014/15 Q3) Please provide the service specification and prices for 
Researcher AQP

28/10/2015 13951
Medicines Management - We understand the CCG has representation on the following medicines management / prescribing / 

formulary committees: Oxfordshire Area Prescribing Committee Please confirm if this is correct. 2) Does the CCG have representation 
Commercial Formulary

02/11/2015 13989
List of 100 Hour Pharmacies - A list of all the hundred hour pharmacies. Please provide the full name, address and postcode of the 100 

hour pharmacies in your CCG.
Commercial Misc

03/11/2015 14004
Annual Health Checks - Could you please let me know the number of annual health checks for people with learning disabilities that 

were completed by GPs in 2014/15? The figure is normally given as a percentage of those eligible, so for example in 2013/14 I believe 
Charity Health Statistics

04/11/2015 14008
Procedure of Limited Clinical Effectiveness - Whether the CCG has, or ever has had, a “procedure of limited clinical effectiveness” 

policy, or a similar policy to like effect, for each of the following procedures: 1. Adenoidectomy, 2. Tonsillectomy, 3. Grommet 
Researcher Specific Treatments

06/11/2015 14042
CHC Funding - 1. The total number of applications for NHS continuing health care funding. If possible, how many of these refer 

specifically to a mental health issue? If this is not possible, can I just get the overall figures? 2. The number of rejected applications 
Media CHC

10/11/2015 14050
External Consultation - 1) What total funding since 2013 to 2015 has been spent on external consultation. 2) The names of the external 

consultation company/ies used 3) A cost break down on consultation work carried out including fees. 4) Copy of recommendations or 
Individual Financial

11/11/2015 14052
Software Development & Testing - 1. Who is part of your software developement and testing framework? 2. What is your spend 

anually for developement and testing of software? 3. Can you confirm if any further regional frameworks exist for such services in 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

12/11/2015 14054
Banned Phone Numbers in Hospitals and GP Surgeries - 1) How many hospitals are in your clinical commissioning group? 2) How many 

GP surgeries are in your clinical commissioning group? 3) How many of your hospitals have reported receiving cold calls at any point in 
Media General Practice

12/11/2015 14055
Electronic Medical Record (EMR) - Have you had any input, formal coordinating role or informal coordinating role with regards to EMR 

purchasing and/or use in primary care? Have you had any input, formal coordinating role or informal coordinating role with regards to 
Researcher Commissioning

16/11/2015 14098
GP Federations - contact information for all GP Federations/Federating Groups/ organisations within your CCG. The information 

specifically requested is: 1. Name of Federtion/Federating Organisation 2. Name of Chair/CEO/Lead 3. Contact email address 4. Postal 
Individual General Practice

17/11/2015 14105
Rehabilitation Psychiatry Beds - QUESTIONS - PART ONE 1) Which mental health trust does the CCG commission inpatient psychiatric 

services from? 2) If applicable – which other CCGs also commission services from that mental health trust? QUESTIONS - PART TWO As 
Researcher Health Statistics

18/11/2015 14119
Locum GPs - For the area covered by your Clinical Commissioning group, please may you provide the following information for each of 

the past 6 years, from October to October: 1) How many hours were GP locums booked to work/did GP locums work in GP surgeries in 
Media General Practice



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

18/11/2015 14127
Interpreter Services - I would like to make a FOIA request for the costs in contract paid by Oxfordshire CCG for face to face and 

telephone interpreter services with individual patients in GP practices. I believe the current sole supplier is Prestige Network but there 
Business Financial

18/11/2015 14140
Adult Acute Psychiatric Beds - QUESTIONS - PART ONE 1) Which mental health trust does the CCG commission inpatient psychiatric 

services from? 2) If applicable – which other CCGs also commission services from that mental health trust? QUESTIONS - PART TWO As 
Researcher Health Statistics

20/11/2015 14146
Parking at Oxfordshire Hospitals- 1. What revenue has been generated from all Oxfordshire NHS Health Trust Hospitals from Jan 2013 

to Nov 2015. 2. Who Manages the Car Parking operation 3. What is the cost to Operate Car Parking over a 12 month period 4. Where 
Individual Misc

20/11/2015 14157
Diabetic Macular Oedema and wet AMD Services - Have you implemented TA346, TA349, TA294 and TA155? If yes, when were they 

implemented? What process is used to access these treatments? Are they routinely commissioned or is an Individual Funding Request 
Charity Specific Treatments

20/11/2015 14229
Musculoskeletal Services - Did the Business Case for Integrating Oxon Musculoskeletal Services get signed off by the CCG Board, are 

there minutes of the discussion and decsion and any attached papers?
Individual Commissioning

23/11/2015 14178
IT Services - 1. Can you confirm the organisation that currently provides you with IT services? 2. The date they started to provide these 

services? 3. The current contract end date? 4. A list of services within the contract? 5. A copy of the SLA the services are provided 
Individual

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

24/11/2015 14201
Veteran Specific Healthcare Service - 1. In your area, do you commission armed forces veteran-specific healthcare service(s)? 2. If yes, 

can you please outline the service provision commissioned by the CCG in your area? 3. If no, can you tell us if veteran-specific 
Researcher Commissioning

25/11/2015 14212
CHC Funding Guidance - I wish to request all of the guidence and policies issued by the CCG over the last 5 years concerning NHS CHC 

funding. I want this to include the guidence and policies that were issued following Teresa Gray providing consultancy to the CCG over 
Commercial CHC

27/11/2015 14220
Cataract Surgery Provision - 1. What policy do you have in place to determine eligibility for cataract surgery (for both first and second 

eye)? Please provide a copy of this policy together with a written statement of the reasons for this policy. 2. Have you made any 
Charity Commissioning

27/11/2015 14237
Retrospective Care Fees Claims - 1. How many retrospective care fees claims did you receive before the 30th September 2012 

deadline? 2. How many retrospective care fees claims did you receive before the 31st March 2013 deadline? Considering both of the 
Media Financial

30/11/2015 14243
Memory Clinic/Service - During each of the financial years (April to end of March) 2011/12, 2012/13, 2013/14, 2014/15 and during 

2015/16 to date: 1. How many referrals from general practice did the memory clinic/service receive? 2. How long did patients wait, on 
Individual Specific Treatments

30/11/2015 14265
Orthotic service(s) - • A copy of any service specification(s) • Details of any key performance indicators and/or quality measures that 

this CCG uses to measure patient satisfaction, quality, efficacy or speed of service • Whether the orthotic commissioning takes place 
Charity Commissioning

02/12/2015 14149
Eye Care Services - Population covered by your CCG Question 1: what is the total population of the area covered by your CCG? 

Question 2: what percentage of the population is over the age of 60 in the area covered by your CCG? Spend on eye care services 
Charity Specific Treatments

02/12/2015 14281
Vitamin D Guidelines - Can you please provide me with a copy of the most recent guidelines for vitamin D deficiency, insufficiency and 

maintenance for the CCG as well as a copy of any patient information leaflets for these conditions. Also any recommendations to 
Commercial Formulary

07/12/2015 14311
Mental Health Placements - 1. What was your total expenditure in the financial year 2014-15 for residential and nursing care 

placements for people with mental health problems*? 2. What proportion of the total cost was spent on placements within and on 
Individual Health Statistics

07/12/2015 14324
Health Data - 1. Is it currently possible for patients to contribute information from their Apple HealthKit or Google Fit to the personal 

health record held by their GP? 2. If so, how many patients are currently contributing health data from Apple HealthKit or Google Fit to 
Media General Practice

07/12/2015 14334
GP OOH & NHS 111 Contracts - I am looking to get information for the current supplier of GP out-of-hours for the CCG. Ideally I would 

like this to include the following basic information: 1. Start Date 2. End Date 3. Value 4. Name of Supplier 5. To include the same details 
Commercial SLA & Contracts

07/12/2015 14347
24 hour ECG Recording (Holter) - 1) How much does it currently cost the CCG for a patient referred by a GP to have a 24 hour ECG 

recording (Holter)? 2) How many 24 hour ECG recording (Holter) are performed annually? 3) With regard to 12 lead ECGs, 24 hour ECG 
Commercial General Practice



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

09/12/2015 14360
Safe Staffing - 1. What evidence-based tool(s) do you use to measure or manage safe nurse/ midwife staffing levels? 2. What indicators 

do you use to assess safe nurse / midwife staffing levels in your Trust? Please complete the tables below, adding in the most recent 

Campaigning 

Groups
HR & Contacts

11/12/2015 14378
HIV Testing in Abortion Services - We are now writing to you, to request the following information; 1. A copy of your current abortion 

service specification. 2. If your CCG or consortium currently has the contract out for tender, a copy of the new specification would be 
Researcher Specific Treatments

11/12/2015 14379
Dorsal Column Stimulator - 1. I have accessed the information on your website regarding your IFR process and have been unable to 

find a policy relating to this procedure, I would be grateful if you would confirm that it is a CCG funding responsibility (and not NHS 
Individual Specific Treatments

14/12/2015 14385
Individual Interim Executive - 1) How many executive members of staff are there at the CCG? 2) How many of the executive members 

of staff work as interims and in which positions? 3) For each individual interim executive, how long is their contract due to last? 4) For 
Individual HR & Contacts

14/12/2015 14401
Care Home CQUIN Payments - 1. What are your specific quality criteria for issuing CQUIN payments to independent (private and 

charitable) care homes from whom you commission healthcare services for this financial year 2015/16 for - A) Care homes for people 
Commercial Financial

15/12/2015 14417
Non-Emergency Patient Transport Services - 1. What was the CCG’s Annual Expenditure on Non-Emergency Patient Transport Services 

in the Financial Years April 2013 to March 2014 and April 2014 to March 2015? 2. Is non-emergency patient transport currently 
Individual SLA & Contracts

16/12/2015 14423
Facial Palsy - 1. Which of these procedures do you offer freely and which on an individual basis for those patients with facial palsy? a. 

Botox injections for synkinesis or facial asymmetry b. Static Therapies (4 procedures); browlift; canthopexy/ canthoplasty; static facial 
Individual Specific Treatments

18/12/2015 14457
Out-of-hours (OOH) Services - Could you please complete the following table for as many providers of Out-of-hours (OOH) services as 

you have operating within the CCG area? If you have recently awarded a contract and it is due to start within the next three months, 
Individual Out-of-Hours

23/12/2015 14487
GP Networks - I would like to make an information request about the GP networks operating within your CCG. By GP network I am 

referring to the following or similar types of organisations: • Collaborations - Involving 2 or more practices working together • Alliance 
Individual General Practice

23/12/2015 14490
Psychological Therapies - What level of investment have you allocated in 2015/16 to ensure that the maximum waiting time standards 

in Early Intervention in Psychosis and access to psychological therapies are met by April 2016? • Has the CCG board made an 
MP Health Statistics

23/12/2015 14491
HR and Staff - 1. How many staff are employed in your organisation? Please respond to this question by completing the table below for 

each member of staff, confirming what Directorate they work in and the range NHS Agenda for Change Banding they are Directorate 
Individual HR & Contacts

24/12/2015 14505
GP Practices & VAT - Are the GP Practices in the Oxfordshire CCG Registered for VAT, please?

Individual General Practice

05/01/2016 14470
Townlands Hospital - When will the new hospital be open for receiving patients? - How long will Henley be without any hospital 

facilities during the transition period for departments and what are the alternative arrangements for physiotherapy, accident and 
Media Misc

05/01/2016 14529
GP Video Appointments - 1. I would like to request information on whether the CCG is considering implementing video appointments 

for the delivery of GP services to local patients. 2. If video appointments are under consideration, what are the timescales for 
Commercial General Practice

06/01/2016 14537
Systems Running Windows XP - 1. How many desktop PC’s and laptops do you own? 2. Of those many of these run the operating 

system Window’s XP? 3. In which areas, offices or departments are those machines that still run Windows XP being used? 4. Is there 
Media

IT/Broadband/Tele

phone

08/01/2016 14562
Diabetes - For each GP practice within the CCG, please state: 1.Does the practice run a diabetes clinic? 2.Does the practice run a clinic 

for Type 1 diabetes patients? 3.Does the practice have a GP with special interest in diabetes (GPwSI)? 4.Are there any diabetes 
Individual Specific Treatments

08/01/2016 14569
Cow's Milk Protein Allergy (CMPA) - 1) We have the following guideline document relating to CMPA prescribing listed for your 

organisation. Oxfordshire CCG - Prescribing Infant Formula in Cows’ Milk Protein Allergy and Lactose Intolerance (January 2014) Please 
Business Formulary

14/01/2016 14588
Community Disability Equipment - The amount of money spent on the provision of community disability equipment for disabled and 

terminally ill children in your area within the time period 1 April 2014- 31 March 2015? 
Charity Financial



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

14/01/2016 14636
Information Governance - 1. How many Information Governance staff are employed by the CCG? 2. What are the roles of the staff in 

your Information Governance office, a brief description of each role, and the Agenda for Change band allocated to each role? 3. What 
Commercial HR & Contacts

18/01/2016 14664
Treatment of PTSD - 1. The staffing dedicated to PTSD i.e. how many staff from how many different professional disciplines are 

working in service? 2. In the 12 month period leading up to receiving this request, the total number of referrals made within your CCG 
Researcher Specific Treatments

18/01/2016 14676
Better Care Fund - Under the 2015-16 Better Care Fund policy framework, local areas were asked to set targets against five key 

metrics: • Admissions to residential and care homes • Effectiveness of reablement • Delayed transfers of care • Patient / service user 
Individual Health Statistics

20/01/2016 14704
Prescribing Formulary - I'm getting in touch today to enquire if the Oxfordshire Traffic Light Classification for Prescribing Responsibility 

available on the website is still the most up to date version available?
Business Formulary

27/01/2016 14741
CAMHS Waiting Times and Referrals Dataset - 1) What was the average number of days waiting time between referral to CAMHS and 

first appointment in each of the last three calender years and for each tier of CAMHS care? Please insert the answers into the supplied 
Individual Health Statistics

28/01/2016 14749
Local Preference - 1. Because Choose and Book now e-Referral Service is automated self-service booking service where the patient is 

using internet to book into any hospital they want for their first consultation appointment, is there any patient illness information that 
Individual General Practice

28/01/2016 14758
Elective Surgical Procedures - Please could you provide details of commissioning policies for elective surgical procedures which include 

referral thresholds or specific requirements for: • Patients who smoke • Patients who have a BMI over a specified level 
Business Commissioning

29/01/2016 14767
Child and Young People's Mental Health and Wellbeing - A copy of your final Child and Young People's Mental Health and Wellbeing 

Local Transformation Plan (or if you have already published this online please could you let me have the link) • A copy of your CCG's 
Business Specific Treatments

01/02/2016 14772
GPSI Dermatology - Please provide me with a list of all GPs in Oxfordshire with a special interest in dermatolgy (GPSI)

Individual General Practice

01/02/2016 14778
Human Rights Act 1998 and ECHR Article 2 - Please tell me whether: 1. NHS GP surgeries are under the Human Rights Act 1998 and 

ECHR Article 2? 2. Are they considered as a public body or as a sub-contracted public body? 
Individual General Practice

01/02/2016 14834
Palliative Care - 1. Does the clinical commissioning group (CCG) currently have a nominated lead for palliative and/or end of life care 

for i) adults and/or ii) children? 2. Does the CCG have a specific palliative and/or end of life care strategy for i) adults and/or ii) 
Charity Specific Treatments

03/02/2016 14846
Rebate Agreements - A list of pharmaceutical products/drugs that your CCG currently holds rebate agreements for. I only request the 

product names, I understand that the dates and financial details of the rebates would be considered commercially confidential but 
Individual Formulary

04/02/2016 14863
Prescribing Data for Multiple Sclerosis - 1. How many people are there with MS in your CCG (including the source for this number) 

with: a. Relapsing-Remitting MS b. Primary Progressive MS c. Secondary Progressive MS d. Benign MS e. Unconfirmed Type 2. The 
Charity Formulary

05/02/2016 14806
CCG Members - 1. I would be very grateful if you could provide me with the following information please: • Number of GP members. • 

Number of management and finance (including lay persons) members • Number of nursing members • Number of secondary care 
Researcher HR & Contacts

05/02/2016 14873
Oxfordshire DToC Rebalancing Cost Breakdown - I would request the following Freedom of Information as it is of public interest to 

know how the OCCG and the OUHFT have financially managed tax payers money in this substantial Health Care Service and Provision 
Individual Health Statistics

08/02/2016 14882
Ipsos MORI 360 Degree Stakeholder Surveys - Please can I have a copy of the results reports for both the 2014 and 2015 Ipsos MORI 

360 degree stakeholder surveys for your CCG. This FOI request has been sent to every CCG in England. Please can you also let me know 
Individual Misc

09/02/2016 14893
Oxfordshire Joint Formulary Drug Review Dates - I'm getting in touch today to enquire when the review dates are for the following 

classes of drugs within the Oxfordshire Area Formulary? All three classes are included in the Endocrine system. • SGLT-inhibitors • 
Commercial Formulary

09/02/2016 14905
CCG Contracts - I would be grateful if you could send me the following information for each contract (including APMS and AQP) that 

the CCG has ongoing in 2015 and for contracts that have been signed and are due to start soon. • Provider Type – e.g., NHS, voluntary 
Individual SLA & Contracts



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

10/02/2016 14913
Prescribing Incentive Schemes, Formularies and Support Software - 1. Could you provide me with copies of any prescribing incentive 

scheme, medicines optimisation plan or CCG-level prescribing action plan for each of the financial years a)2013-14, b)2014-15, c)2015-
Individual Formulary

15/02/2016 14985
Traffic Light Classification for Prescribing Responsibility (Formulary) - I'm getting in touch today to enquire if the Oxfordshire Traffic 

Light Classification for Prescribing Responsibility dated October 2015 is still the most up to date version? If not, can the most recent 
Business Formulary

17/02/2016 14998
Newspaper Licensing Agency (NLA) & Copyright Licensing Agency (CLA) Media Licenses - Did the CCG pay for a NLA (Newspaper 

Licensing Agency) or CLA (Copyright Licensing Agency) media license in 2013-2014? • If so, how much was paid for the licenses in 2013-
Commercial Financial

17/02/2016 15010
Gonadorelin (GnRH) Analogues - 1 Within your organisation, which healthcare professional (role) clinically recommends the LHRH that 

is prescribed? 2 Which healthcare professional (role) within your organisation usually administers the first injection? 3 Where is the 
Individual Specific Treatments

22/02/2016 15028
Mental Health Services - 1. For every year since 2005 until 2015/2016: the number, value and length of all contracts for mental health 

services by type and name of provider (ie NHS trust, NHS FT, company Name) , voluntary sector (Name) 2a. For each contract please 
Researcher SLA & Contracts

23/02/2016 15047
Clinical Contracts - 1) Which clinical contracts are the CCG planning to re-tender in the next 12 to 18 months? 2) Which clinical services 

contracts is the CCG planning to roll-on, i.e., continue with the current provider once the current contract term has ended? 3) Are 
Individual SLA & Contracts

24/02/2016 15068
Palliative Care - 1. Do you provide and/or commission a 24/7 dedicated and clinically staffed palliative service specifically designed for 

patients dying at home, and their carers? Yes/No 2. Please complete the table (see the second attachment to this email) detailing 
Charity Specific Treatments

26/02/2016 15075
APC Member Confirmation - I'm getting in touch today to update my records and wanted to enquire if you or the most appropriate 

person could have a look at the file attached to confirm those listed are still members of the Oxfordshire APC, amend/fill in 
Commercial HR & Contacts

29/02/2016 15081
Personal Health Budgets - 1. The number of adults currently receiving NHS Continuing Healthcare 2. The number of adults currently 

receiving NHS Continuing Healthcare who are currently in receipt of a Personal Health Budget 3. The number of children currently 
Media Health Statistics

29/02/2016 15091
Cerebral Palsy Services - Please provide us with the following information: 1. A copy of your care pathway for children and young 

people with cerebral palsy. 2. A copy of your service framework for children and young people with cerebral palsy. 3. Whether your 
Charity Specific Treatments

01/03/2016 15076
Local Government Reorganisation - I wish to request all documents, correspondence or other information in your organisation’s 

possession with regards proposed local government reorganisation in Oxfordshire. In the interests of expediency, I am happy to restrict 
Political Commissioning

10/03/2016 15160
Musculoskeletal (MSK) Physiotherapy Services - 1) When is the next tendor/renewal process due to start? 2) How does the CCG 

commission NHS MSK physiotherapy services? What is the process for applications? 3) Who are your current providers of NHS 
Business SLA & Contracts

15/03/2016 15159
Contract for Planned Elective Care - 1. How many finished consultant episodes were anticipated when the block contract for planned 

elective care was commissioned? a. If a specific number of finished consultant episodes was not given, what was the number of 
Researcher SLA & Contracts

15/03/2016 15202
Prevent or Channel Programme - 1. How many individuals have been referred to the Prevent or channel programme by GPs since the 

year beginning 2014 until the present date? 2. Please give a breakdown of the referral numbers for years 2014, 2015 and 2016 3. How 
Individual General Practice

16/03/2016 15228
Contact Details - I would like to ask if you could fill the following positions with an updated name and email address so that we could 

add it to the database. CCIO/Clinical IT Lead, CIO/IT Director, Deputy IT Director, Caldicott Guardian
Business HR & Contacts

18/03/2016 15244
Referral Management - 1. Does the CCG operate, or commission, a referral management centre that assesses referrals by local GPs? 2. 

If yes, when was it introduced? 3. If no, does the CCG plan to implement a service in the next two years? 4. Which organisation 
Business Commissioning

23/03/2016 15277
Data Breaches - For the period 01/04/2015 to 22/03/2016: 1. The total number of times there has been a breach of the Data 

Protection Act including data loss in the period. 2. Please also provide details of each breach of the Data Protection Act, for example 
Media Health Statistics

23/03/2016 15286
Local Antimicrobial Stewardship Programme - 1. Does your Clinical Commissioning Group have a named individual responsible for the 

implementation of a local antimicrobial stewardship programme? 2. Has your Clinical Commissioning Group completed the following 

Campaigning 

Groups
Health Statistics



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

23/03/2016 15297
GP Recruitment - 1. Please provide the start date for all GPs who began contracts since 2011 along with the year of their birth. 2. 

Please provide the end date of any GP’s contract who stopped practicing since 2011, along with the year of their birth and the reason 
Media General Practice

24/03/2016 15264
CCG Footprint - Please send me information on: 1) When the new Footprint of Oxon, Buckinghamshire & West Berkshire was formed 

and who is included in it 2) Who, along with Oxfordshire CCG, was consulted in its design. 
Individual Commissioning

24/03/2016 15273
General Practitioners - Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, please provide me with the total number of general practitioners 

(GPs) working for all your CCG sites. All that I need is just a total figure, not their personal details. 
Individual General Practice

24/03/2016 15308
Expenditure on General Practice - 1. I’m trying to understand CCG expenditure on general practice. I’m looking for as many years as the 

information is held in a comparable fashion. It would be useful if this was accompanied by a clear explanation of what was considered 
Researcher General Practice

29/03/2016 15309
Transformation Board - Please could you send me electronic copies of all the Minutes of meetings of the Transformation Board since 

its formation in March 2015 and all emails and documents related to the business of the Board?
Individual Commissioning

29/03/2016 15318
Contact Details - Please provide contact details for your Finance Director, Chief Finance Officer (CFO) / Executive (CFE), Head of 

Finance, Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) Organisation Name Full Name Title Email Address Telephone No. Postal Address
Commercial HR & Contacts



Date 

Received
Foi Id Foi Description Category Theme

01/04/2016 15330
Continence Formulary - I have been looking for the CCG’s current Continence Formulary online and I am unable to locate it. Could you 

let me know where I can access this and/or send me the current version over via email? 
Researcher Formulary

01/04/2016 15335
Urology Products - Does your clinical commissioning group use a formulary for the provision of urology products supplied under Part IX 

of the Drug Tariff? If yes: • Please provide the minutes of the meeting where the decision to include a formulary was approved. • 
Commercial Formulary

04/04/2016 15337
Local Government Reorganisation - I wish to request all documents, correspondence or other information in your organisation’s 

possession with regards proposed local government reorganisation in Oxfordshire or Gloucestershire. In the interests of expediency, I 
Political Commissioning

04/04/2016 15366
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) - 1. What did your Clinical Commissioning Group(s) (CCG) spend on Child and 

Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) in each of the last three years (2013/14, 2014/15, & 2015/16)? 2. What is the planned 
MP Health Statistics

04/04/2016 15377
Formulary Drug Review Dates - I'm getting in touch today to enquire when the next review dates are for the following classes of drugs 

within the Oxfordshire Area Formulary? To make clear, I do not need previous review dates for these classes of drugs. 
Commercial Formulary

05/04/2016 15380
Mental Health Expenditure - 1. What was your total expenditure in the financial year 2015-16 for residential and nursing care 

placements for people with mental health problems*? 2. What proportion of the total expenditure was spent on placements within 
Individual Financial

06/04/2016 15357
Children and Young People with Life-Shortening Conditions - Do you commission the following services to children and young people 

with life-shortening conditions between the ages of 0 and 25 (yes/no)? If yes, please state how much you will spend on this in 2015/16. 
Charity Specific Treatments

06/04/2016 15428
Contact Details - 1. Please provide the number of staff currently employed by your organisation? 2. Please provide contact details for 

your Chief Information Officer (CIO), Head of IT, Chief Executive / Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Director of Resources, Medical Director 
Commercial HR & Contacts

07/04/2016 15505
Local Estates Strategy - I would like to request a copy of your local estates strategy

Business Misc

11/04/2016 15512
Hypnotherapy - I would very grateful if you could please give me some idea of the extent to which, if at all, your CCG currently 

commissions hypnotherapy, either routinely or in exceptional cases, and if this involves referrals to private hypnotherapists. 
Researcher Specific Treatments

11/04/2016 15530
Non Emergency Patient Transport Services - 1. Please could you confirm the name/s of the current provider/s of your Non-Emergency 

Patient Transport Services (NEPTS) 2. Please confirm the value of the contract/s 3.Please confirm the date the contract/s started 
Commercial SLA & Contracts

11/04/2016 15544
GP Practice Managers - Please could you email me back the correct details of all the practice managers of GP’s who are under your 

CCG?
Business General Practice

12/04/2016 15553
Palliative Respite / Out of Hours Care for Children - Do you commission any of the following services for children with life-shortening 

conditions between the ages of 0 and 25? If yes, do these services provide care out of hours and at weekends? • Specialist medical 

Campaigning 

Groups
Out-of-Hours

12/04/2016 15585
Contact Details - I am writing to ask for the name and contact details of the "Head of Continuing Health Care Services" at the CCG and 

the "Head of Procurement" (person responsible for the procurement of products and service that relate to the CCG's needs and 
Individual HR & Contacts

13/04/2016 15598
Rhinoplasty & Septorhinoplasty - 1) What are your local CCC commissioning criteria for Rhinoplasty and/or Septorhinoplasty? 2) Do 

you currently authorise nasal surgery for post-traumatic cosmetic defects without nasal obstruction? 3) Do you stipulate a minimum or 
Commercial Specific Treatments

14/04/2016 15611
Care and Treatment Reviews - 1. How many Care and Treatment Reviews were completed for people with a diagnosis of learning 

disabilities in the financial year 2012/13? 2. How many Care and Treatment Reviews were completed for people with a diagnosis of 
MP Health Statistics

14/04/2016 15621
Equipment and Support Aids for Disabled Children - Would you please provide information to us, for the period 1st April 2014 to 31st 

March 2015, applying only to disabled and terminally ill children, the following: • The value (new purchase price) of the recycled 
Charity Financial

15/04/2016 15626
International Recruitment of Nurses - 1. Is your CCG involved in decision making about international recruitment of nurses within the 

hospitals from which you commission services? 2. Have you ever asked for information on staffing or recruitment from NHS hospitals? 
Researcher HR & Contacts

15/04/2016 15662
Chronic Pain Services - 1. The definition of calculation used for new to follow up ratios for chronic pain referrals for the main local pain 

service that your CCG area uses or commissions. 2. The data for new to follow up for chronic pain referrals for your main local service 
Business Specific Treatments



Date 

Received
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20/04/2016 15710
BMI - I would be very grateful if you could provide me with your cut off for high BMI patients for whom special individual fundings 

needs to be applied for when considering referring them for hip and knee replacements. In addition, Is there an upper limit of BMI 
Individual Specific Treatments

25/04/2016 15721
Area Prescribing Group/Committee (APC) - 1. Do you have an Area Prescribing Group/Committee (APC) and who is the chair? 2. Is the 

chair appointed or part of a role? 3. Is the APC chair a medic, consultant, pharmacist, lay representative or other? 4. How many CCGs 
Business Formulary

26/04/2016 15752
People with Learning Disabilities - What is the exact wording contained in your contracts with providers to ensure the provision of 

reasonable adjustments for people with learning disabilities is embedded in practice? The definition of 'learning disabilities' that we 
Researcher SLA & Contracts

27/04/2016 15781
Provider/Supplier Contracts Management - Would it be possible to learn who is responsible for the day to day management of your 

Provider/Supplier Contracts Management?
Commercial HR & Contacts

28/04/2016 15776
Continuing Healthcare - 1) Is the continuing healthcare and funded nursing care process managed in-house, or is part or all of the 

process outsourced to a 3rd party (CSU, Council, Independent provider etc.). If outsourced, please state the name of the company and 
Individual CHC

28/04/2016 15794
Tier 3 Services - 1. How many Tier 3 centres do you have? 2. Where are they? (A list of specific locations (cities/ towns/ villages) 3. How 

many are: a. In primary care b. In secondary care (hospital setting) c. Primary/ secondary d. Other 4. Please give examples of “other” 
Individual Specific Treatments

29/04/2016 15825
Early Intervention in Psychosis (EIP) Services - Please answer the following questions for each EIP service you commission. 1) What was 

the average investment per person accessing EIP in 2015/16? 2) How much investment have you allocated for EIP in 2016/17? 3) What 
MP Financial

29/04/2016 15839
GP Jobs - Please disclose: The number of vacant doctor positions in general practice in Oxfordshire as of today, Friday, April 29.

Media General Practice


